Spiritist Conduct Regarding
Relatives
Andre Luiz (Spirit) / Waldo Vieira (Medium)
Fulfill your fair duties regarding those who will share your family blood ties.
Relatives are the living landmarks of the first major responsibilities of the incarnate Spirit.
Strengthen the resources of affection, understanding and goodwill related to the ones who do not
understand your ideals.
The home is the redeeming crucible of indebted souls.
Spread the bonds of esteem beyond the circle of your kin.
Humanity is our big family.
Above all daily injunctions and contingencies preserve your loyalty to the Spiritist Christian precepts
by being a generous spouse and the best parent, a devoted child and a benevolent fellow.
Each neighbor is like an access step towards the Higher Life, if seen as a real brother or sister.
Without discouragement, improve the direct and indirect contact with parents, siblings, uncles,
aunts, cousins and other relatives in the world, so that the Law does not charge you for new and
stronger experiences in the upcoming incarnations.
The fulfillment of duty, created by ourselves, is the law of the inner world from which we cannot
escape.
Imprint on each daily task the indestructible signs of faith that nurtures life, starting all good works
within the narrow range of the corporeal family.
In the blood ties we have the permanent test of our ongoing relationship with Humanity.
“Anyone who does not provide for their relatives, and especially for their own household, has
denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever.- Paul. (I TIMOTHY 5:8.)
_______________________
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Source: Book Conduta Espirita by Andre Luiz (Spirit), psychographed by Waldo Vieira (medium), chapter 19, published by FEB.

EDITORIAL

Bad Faith, Good Faith
“Bad faith has a way of trying to confuse what is pure.”1 Such is the current scenario of the world. Religious
intolerance is a byproduct of bad faith. Daily events have been reported in the news showing the dramatic
consequences of such attitude. Extremists of different religions have been pushing humanity to its limits. We need
action!
Allan Kardec, in 1857, proposed for the first time on the planet that we combine reasoning and faith when he
stated that the “unshakable faith is the one that faces reason in every human epoch”. The proposal rids the fear
to reason faith; it encourages the thinking of God; it creates a new pattern of relationship to the self and others.
Let us then study the facets and consequences of bad faith and good faith.
Bad faith is inactive faith, thus it does not walk its talk.
It is unproductive, thus it promises but never delivers.
It does not give, thus it always expects to receive.
It is fearful, thus it distances individuals from one another.
It is blind, thus it does not reason life in its greatness.
It is exclusive, thus it always thinks it is more special than the faith of others.
It is fatal, thus it stagnates the one that feels it.
Good faith, instead, is active, thus always finding a heart to relieve, a soul to help.
It is fearless, because it is solidly founded in the certainty that Divine Providence never abandons us.
It is productive, thus it always creating opportunities of progress for everyone.
It is reasoned, thus it identifies the greatness of life.
It is inclusive, thus it embraces differences and understands them
It is powerfully living, thus it becomes the source of transformation.
Dear reader, let us join forces and take action to build good faith. This is the first time that the Spiritist Magazine
addresses the theme of religious tolerance. We were inspired by the renowned social scientist Dr. Stephen Post
who calls all of us in the Spiritist movement to take action and create a new mindset of religious tolerance for the
new generations. Kardec was also an excellent educator, recognizing the urgent need to sow the best seeds of love,
peace and fraternity in the youth. Let us take this moment to reflect and move forward to build a new world with
the “ties of love and the light of true solidarity.”2

Vanessa Anseloni, PsyD, PhD
Editor-in-chief
References:
1 Paul and Stephen by Emmanuel through the psychography of Chico Xavier, page 264, EDICEI.
2 Roteiro by Emmanuel through the psychography of Chico Xavier, page 75, FEB.
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he world needs all spiritual and loving people
to spread the word about a new youth essay
contest that will help protect young people

from the appeal of religious brutality. I am asking
the Spiritist movement to help by engaging schools,
youth, media, spiritual communities, and opinion
leaders worldwide in getting this announcement out
globally and internationally. The first cycle of essays is
due October 30, 2015. Here is the announcement:
ANNOUNCEMENT
We are pleased to announce a new essay competition
for young people ages 12 to 21 to support the principles
of religious freedom, tolerance, and love for all humanity
without exception regardless of belief. A non-profit public
charity founded in 2001 in Cleveland, Ohio, and currently
based in New York, the Institute increases its worldwide
outreach (www.unlimitedloveinstitute.org) to youth.
An international panel of Institute advisors will choose
the winning essays, which will be published on the Institute’s
website and included in a forthcoming book. Essays can
vary in length but should be no longer than 1500 words,
double-spaced, and written in English. Three competition
cycles are planned with up to two prizes in each cycle (first
prize US $1,000, second prize US $500). The due date for
the first cycle is October 30, 2015.
We define love as follows: “When the happiness, wellbeing and security of another is as meaningful to you as your
own, you love that person. Unlimited Love, often associated
with spirituality and religions at their best, extends this love
beyond our nearest and dearest, and beyond those who
believe as we do, to all humanity based on our shared dignity
and interdependence.”
Human progress requires a peaceful co-existence
between religions, freedom of religion, and a respectful
tolerance of individuals and groups with widely different
beliefs, but recent world events demonstrate that these
values cannot be taken for granted. Unfortunately, in some
places around the world religious hatred is found in children
as young as four years of age, and intolerance leading to
religious persecution and violence is on the rise. We want
to encourage youth to help us find a path to a future where
Unlimited Love for all humanity replaces religious hatred,
brutality, and violence.
The essay competition draws from one of the Guiding
Questions which drive the Institute’s research strategy and
collaborations, namely, “How can the major religions of the
world come to abide in their various concepts of universal
love, and practice love for all humanity rather than merely

for those who adhere to a particular set of beliefs?”
The Institute invites youth to write essays that encourage
all people and religions to abide by the principles of religious
freedom, tolerance, and love for all humanity. Stories and
reflections from personal experience can be a valuable part of
the essay, including the motivations for speaking out through
essay writing. The Institute offers a series of questions to spark
imaginations, including:
• If you were able to speak to a fellow young person
in your own religion who advocated religious hatred, how
would you engage him or her? What would motivate you
to do so? What would you say, and how would you steer
him or her to Unlimited Love?
• If you were confronted with religious hatred from a
fellow young person in a different religion how would you
respond, and why?
• Can religious arrogance and hatred be replaced by
a spirituality of tolerance, equal respect, freedom, mutual
appreciation, and love?
• How might the spiritual principle of Unlimited Love
be lived out and achieved in practice? Can it be shared and
promoted within religious communities or even between
different religious communities?
• Could a religious toleration youth movement be
developed across all religions worldwide? What tools might
make this possible that were not available in the past?
• What beliefs and practices in your own religious
tradition (if you have one) can point youth in the direction
of freedom, tolerance, and Unlimited Love? What positive
role models exemplify the power of love in your tradition
today, and what can we learn from them?

DIRECTIONS FOR ESSAY SUBMISSION
Essays or inquiries should be submitted by October 30,
2015 as email attachments to unlimitedloveinstitute2035@
gmail.com.
At the top of your essay indicate the following:
Name ____________________________
Date of Birth/Age __________________
Nationality ________________________
Religion __________________________
Gender ___________________
Email Address (required) _________________________
________________
Mailing Address: This is not required if you prefer to
keep it private. However, if you are selected as a prize winner,
we will email you notification and we will need your mailing
address for purposes of sending an award letter and check.
At the end of your essay, please include the following
RELEASE:
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I, _____________________________, the author of
this work, grant permission to The Institute for Research
on Unlimited Love to use my original entry as described
in the competition announcement. I understand that the
winning articles become the sole property of the Institute. I
represent and warrant that I am the sole creator of the work
and have full power and authority to grant permission and
to make this agreement. I warrant that the work does not
infringe on any copyright or violate any property rights. I
release any and all intellectual property rights to this entry. I
understand that I will not receive compensation for my work,
but for the winning entries, as described in the competition
announcement. Note: If you are younger than 15 years
of age, please ask your parent(s) or guardian to indicate
their permission for your participation in this contest by
signing here: ________________.
(Plagiarism disqualifies candidates from consideration.)

SPIRITISTS PLEASE HELP! SEND THIS ANNOUNCEMENT
TO FIVE PEOPLE
We want this essay contest to cover the globe. Please
send this announcement all over your local community,
your nation, and all over the world. The essay contest
announcement can be found at the following web address:
http://unlimitedloveinstitute.org/institute-activities/programareas/. We also have a very active Facebook address at
The Institute for Research on Unlimited Love (https://
www.facebook.com/pages/The-Institute-for-Research-onUnlimited-Love/226619767528513?ref=hl) Send these
materials to at least five people. This could be young friends
who might want to submit an essay, or a teacher in the local
school, or a reporter for your local newspaper, or your Spiritist
Community leader. You might just know of some opinion
leaders around the neighborhood, or even nationally or
globally. The sky is the limit. Feel free to communicate with
me directly at unlimitedloveinstitute2035@gmail.com with
any ideas or recommendations.

WHY THIS IS SO URGENT!
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In these times when religion, a soothing and healing
balm for the world at its best, is yet again like any human
institution being distorted to divide and brutalize, how can
we engage the creative minds of young people to help lay
the groundwork for future religious freedom, tolerance,
acceptance, empathy, trust, friendship, and love across the
three Abrahamic faiths, and across all faiths?
Young people must be protected from hate mongers.
We hear of a 21-year-old white youth with KKK sympathies
opening fire in an historic African Methodist Episcopal church
in Charleston, South Carolina, in June of 2015, or teams of
young Islamic extremists converted to arrogant brutalism

in on-line chat rooms. The radicalizing appeal of brutalism
and killing to young minds is surprisingly successful. Is it that
so many youth have grown up with violent video games
and media, or in neighborhoods where killings occur daily,
or without a meaningful love-based spiritual community
in which to flourish, or without any education about the
essential features of neighbor love in the context of religion
and spirituality?
We as a spiritual species need to reconnect with the
Pure Unlimited Love that is taught in various ways by all
the major world religions and related spiritual traditions
such as in Allan Kardec’s volumes. We must realize our
equality, unique individual value, freedom, and creativity
in connection with this Ground of Being, this Oneness of
Love that is within each of us in the form of an eternal spirit
or soul. There is a drop of the divine in each of us, and we
must honor this in one another. This is the eternal aspect of
our consciousness that is not derived from cells, tissue, brain
matter, or anything material at all. This is every individual’s
tiny drop of an Infinite Mind beyond time and space from
which all things material are derived, which preceded the
Big Bang, and which underlies and sustains all of visible and
invisible reality. The Hindus capture this with the sound OM,
the oldest spiritual word in the world, which is not actually
a word at all, but the primordial sound of this underlying
Ultimate Reality in its vibrating, pulsating energy from which
the universe is manifested. According to all the great religions,
this Ultimate Reality is a Pure Unlimited Love expressed in us
and through our creativity for goodness. A few weeks before
Sir John M. Templeton died, he asked me to write a book the
he entitled Is Ultimate Reality Unlimited Love? (2014) on his
behalf. I agreed because I believe this to be true. But it is a
hard concept for those raised on materialism, consumerism,
killing and greed to begin to grasp. Nevertheless, to most
spiritual people in the world this is a very easy idea to accept.

PURE UNLIMITED LOVE AS ALTERNATIVE TO UNLIMITED
HATRED
A great Harvard professor, Pitirim Sorokin, in his 1954
classic, The Ways and Power of Love (2002), devoted his later
career to enhanced understanding of the “enormous power
of creative love” (2002, 48) to stop aggression and enmity
and contribute to vitality and longevity (2002, 60-61), cure
mental illness, sustain creativity in the individual and in social
movements, and provide the only sure foundation for ethical
life. Sorokin’s general law is as follows:
If unselfish love does not extend over the whole of mankind,
if it is confined within one group – a given family, tribe, nation,
race, religious denomination, political party, trade union, caste,
social class or any part of humanity – such in-group altruism
tends to generate an out-group antagonism. And the more
intense and exclusive the in-group solidarity of its members,

the more unavoidable are the clashes between the group and
the rest of humanity. (2002, p. 459, italics in original)
In-group exclusivism, he writes, has “killed more human
beings and destroyed more cities and villages than all the
epidemics, hurricanes, storms, floods, earthquakes, and
volcanic eruptions taken together. It has brought upon
mankind more suffering than any other catastrophe” (p. 461).
What is the solution to this terrible human problem? I
write “human” because this problem has nothing at all to
do with the nature of a “divine” reality of Pure Unlimited
Love. We can all reject the secular assumption that people
in religious traditions can or should take off their particular
religious identities like clothes removed before a shower. The
enlightened modernist may think in such terms, but most
human beings around the world define themselves – their
core identity, their values, their ultimate commitments – in
terms of faiths that are absolutely essential. We can take
seriously what William James termed the “will to believe.”
So our task is to study and enhance the universal love for
all people without exception – the Beloved Community through the windows of religious particularities.
Actually, so much of modern political history has been
shaped by spiritually impassioned individuals who, in God’s
name and with a very myopic altruism, assassinate leaders
who affirm the Beloved Community. From Gandhi to Rabin,
from Lincoln to King, from Mrs. Bhutto to Sadat, great spiritual
universalists have been eradicated by religious extremists for
whom the idea of the Beloved Community is deemed a threat.
Let us acknowledge that much evil has been done by those
who, while sometimes deeply inspired by faith and religious
experience, have little sense of the universality of God’s Pure
Unlimited Love. They may have experienced this love, but
it has been distorted by poor teachings, or manipulated by
arrogant hate mongers who wish to destroy anyone who does
not believe exactly in some doctrinal detail that they do.
Sorokin wrote about the extensivity of true divine love: “The
extensivity of love ranges from the zero point of love of oneself
only, up to the love of all mankind, all living creatures, and the
whole universe. Between the minimal and maximal degrees
lies a vast scale of extensivities: love of one’s own family, or a
few friends, or love of the groups one belongs to – one’s own
clan, tribe, nationality, nation, religious, occupational, political,
and other groups and associations” (16). Our human love
tends toward insularity, and has a strongly myopic tendency
unless it is enlarged by the power of Divine love. Who should
we love? Everyone, although obviously we finite creatures
must establish functional priorities in ordering love (16). Even
in doing so, we can still be leaning out toward all humanity.
Sorokin next added the dimension of duration, which “may
range from the shortest possible moment to years or throughout
the whole life of an individual or of a group” (16). For example,
the soldier who saves a comrade in a moment of heroism
may then revert to selfishness, in contrast to the mother who

cares for a sick child over many years. Divine love is perfectly
reliable and enduring, human love is not. Sorokin added
purity as a dimension of divine love. Pure love – i.e., love
that is truly disinterested and asks for no return, represents
the highest form of love. Sorokin included the adequacy of
love. Inadequate love is subjectively genuine but has adverse
objective consequences. It is possible to pamper and spoil a
child with love, or to love without practical wisdom. Successful
love is effective. Human love is sometimes very destructive
in its application. We destroy our children by loving them in
ways that breed bad habits and irresponsibility. Divine love is
perfectly creative because it is perfectly wise. Sorokin was also
impressed by the intensivity of love in exemplary individuals,
its brightness under all circumstances.
Of special interest to Sorokin was the love of figures such as
Jesus, Gandhi, Al Hallaj, and Damien the Leper. Despite being
persecuted and hated, and therefore without any apparent
social source of love energy, they were nevertheless able to
maintain a love at high levels in all five dimensions. Such love
seems to transcend ordinary human limits, which suggested
to Sorokin that some human beings do, through spiritual and
religious practices, participate in a love energy that defines God.
Sorokin was convinced that such perfect love can best
be explained by hypothesizing an inflow of love from a higher
source that far exceeds that of human beings. Those who
were despised and had no psychosocial inflow of love to
sustain them must receive love from above:
The most probable hypothesis for them (and in a much
slighter degree for a much larger group of smaller altruists
and good neighbors) is that an inflow of love comes from
an intangible, little-studied, possibly supraempirical source
called “God,” “the Godhead,” “the Soul of the Universe,”
the “Heavenly Father,” “Truth,” and so on. Our growing
knowledge of intra-atomic and cosmic ray energies has
shown that the physico-chemical systems of energies are
able to maintain themselves and replenish their systems for
an indefinitely long time. If this is true of these “coarsest”
energies, then the highest energy of love is likely to have this
“self-replenishing” property to a still higher degree. We know
next to nothing about the properties of love energy. (26)
Sorokin believed that those people of great love who,
when surrounded by adversity, sustained love, were graced.
Those who are high in all the five aspects of love reflect, he
conjectured, a divine love energy.

A CONCLUDING PREVENTIVE APPEAL
Each of you reading this article can make a difference.
Just send out those five emails and start telling people in
your local area about this essay contest. If every individual
who reads this gets the word out to five people, we together
can save a few minds and lives, and maybe a lot more than
that. PREVENTION IS THE KEY. Thanks you very much
my friends.
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REFLECTION

The Magnitude
of Chico Xavier’s
works in pictures
I

n 2014, we received from Edwina Haddad, S. Haddad’s daughter, a collection of messages, articles,
letters from the archives of her father, who was a close friend of Chico Xavier and one of the pioneers
of Spiritism in the United States. Amongst the documents, there were pictures that Chico Xavier sent

to Haddad on the works that were done in Uberaba, while Chico Xavier was at the Comunhao Espirita
de Uberarba, a non-profit Spiritist organization that exists in Brazil to date. We hope the reader feels

10

inspired regarding the magnitude of Chico Xavier’s works driven by his Spiritist knowledge. Pictures
The Spiritist
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sometimes say more than words!
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Note: S.J. Haddad is one of the pioneers of the Spiritist movement in the United States of America.
Together with Chico Xavier and his wife Phillys, Haddad founded the first Spiritist center in the
USA. To get to know more about him and his collaboration with Chico Xavier, read issues 22 and
25 of the Spiritist Magazine. We are thankful to Edwina Haddad for sharing these documents of
her dad with the world.
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LA REVUE SPIRITE

The Burning of
Spiritist Books at the
Stake in Barcelona
14
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> Allan Kardec

W

e are not informing our readers

dawn of a social renovation? Isn’t the blow against

about anything that they have not

it? Isn’t the fact that some judged to have hurt it

already seen through the press.

an indication of its importance? Nobody throws

What is remarkable is that newspapers which are

such a blow against something childish and without

apparently well informed have doubted it. The

consequences; indeed, Don Quixote has not gone

doubt does not surprise us as the fact itself seems

back to Spain to fight the windmills.

so very strange in the contemporary world; it is so
very far from our costumes that however much
blindness we admit in fanaticism, we seem to be
daydreaming on hearing that the burning stakes
of the Inquisition are still lighting up in 1861, just
next door to France. Under these circumstances,
the doubt is a tribute to the European civilization,
to the Catholic clergy itself. Today, in the presence
of an incontestable reality, what is truly remarkable
is the fact that a serious newspaper, which daily
bashes the abuse and invasion of the sacerdotal
power, in order to highlight this fact, had only a
few words of censorship, adding: “Nevertheless,
it would not be us who would have fun at this
moment, by making tables turn in Spain” (Le
Siècle, October 14th 1861). Then the Siècle is still
seeing Spiritism in the turning tables? Is that paper
also sufficiently blinded by skepticism to ignore
that a whole philosophical Doctrine, eminently
progressive, has come out of those tables, so much
mocked about? They still don’t know that such an
idea is fermenting everywhere; that all over the
place, in the large cities as well as in small towns, in
high or low social echelons, in France and abroad,
that idea spreads with an extraordinary speed; that
everywhere it agitates the crowds that salute the

What is not less exorbitant, and we are surprised
that there has been no strong protest against it, is the
strange pretension that the Bishop of Barcelona embodies
inpolicing France. The request for devolution of the
books was answered by a denial justified as follows:
“The Catholic Church is universal and as these books are
against the Catholic faith, the government must not allow
that they may pervert the morality and the religions of
other countries”. Thus, there you have a foreign Bishop
that entitled himself to judge what is convenient or not
convenient to France! Then the sentence was maintained
and executed, without even exempting the addressee of
the custom taxes, which were duly charged.
Here is the report that was addressed to us personally:
“Today, October ninth of eighteen sixty one, at 10
am, at the Barcelona’s esplanade, in the place where
criminals condemned to the capital punishment are
executed, and by the order of the Bishop of this city,
three hundred books and brochures about Spiritism were
burned down, as follows:
The Spiritist Magazine, Director Allan Kardec;
The Spiritualist Magazine, Director Piérard;
The Spirits’ Book, by Allan Kardec;
The Mediums’ Book by Allan Kardec;
What is Spiritism, by Allan Kardec;
Fragments of the Sonata Dictated by the Spirit of
Mozart;
Letter of a Catholic about Spiritism, by Dr. Grand;
The Story of Joan of Arc, dictated by herself to Ms.
Ermance Dufaux;
The Reality of the Spirits, Demonstrated by Direct
Writing, by Baron of Goldenstubbe.
“Witnessed the burning at the stake:
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“A clergy man wearing sacerdotal garments, with a
cross in one hand and a torch in the other
“A scrivener in charge of writing the minutes of the
event;
“The secretary to the scrivener;
“A high official of the Customs’ administration;
“Three Customs agents, in charge of tending the fire;
“A Customs agent, in charge of representing the owner
of the books, condemned by the bishop.
“A huge crowd on the sidewalks covering the
immense esplanade, where the bonfire was lit.
“When the fire destroyed the three hundred Spiritist
books or brochures, the priest and his helpers left,
followed by the booing and cursing of numerous persons
present, who shouted: Down with the Inquisition!
“Then, several people approached the fire and
collected the ashes”.
Part of those ashes were sent to us where there is
a fragment of the Spirits’ Book, half burned, that we
preciously keep as a witness to this authentic act of
senselessness.
Despite any opinion, this fact raises grave concern
regarding the international law. We acknowledge that the
Spanish government has the right to refuse entry into its
territory of books that are not convenient, as with all prohibited
merchandise. Were the books clandestine or had they entered
fraudulently there was nothing to say, but they were ostensively
expedited and proofs shown to Customs officials. Then there
was permission, legally requested. Customs then found obliged
to report to the Episcopal authority thatcondemned, without
any form of legal process, the books to the fire, by the hands
of an executioner. Then the addressee requests that the books
be returned to the place of origin and finally he hears that
his request was denied. We ask if such a destruction of that
property, under those circumstances, isn’t an arbitrary act and
against common rights.
Having the case examined from the point of view of
its consequences, we shall say that there is no doubt that
nothing could be more favorable to Spiritism, for starters.
Persecution has always been helpful to the ideas that one is
willing to banish. Its importance is exalted by persecution,
the attention of those who ignored it is drawn and it
becomes known. Thanks to this imprudent zeal everybody
in Spain will hear about Spiritism and will wish to know what
it is. This is all we want. One can burn books but cannot
burn ideas. The flames of the fire super excite rather than
asphyxiate them. When an idea is great and generous it finds
thousands of hearts ready to aspire for it. Despite what has
been done, Spiritism already has profound and numerous
roots in Spain. The ashes of that bonfire will make it bear
fruit. But it is not only in Spain that such a result will take
place. The whole world will feel its consequences. Several
newspapers in Spain stigmatized that backward act, as it
deserves to be. The paper Las Novedades de Madrid, from

October 19th, carries a remarkable article in that respect,
which shall be reproduced in our next issue of the Magazine.
Spiritists of all countries! Don’t forget the date
October 9th, 1861. It shall be marked in the calendar of
Spiritism. May it be a day of festivity not sorrow to you,
since it is the guarantor of your forthcoming triumph!
Among the multiple communications regarding the
subject, dictated by the spirits, we shall cite the two
following ones, spontaneously given in the Parisian Society.
They gather the causes and all consequences of this act.

ABOUT THE BURNING AT THE STAKE IN
BARCELONA
“The love of the truth must always be heard. It tears
the veil and simultaneously shines everywhere. Spiritism
has become known by all. It will soon be considered
and practiced. The more persecution there is, the faster
this sublime Doctrine shall reach the apogee. Its cruelest
enemies, the enemies of Christ and progress, behave
in such a way that nobody may ignore that God allows
those who have left the Earth of exile to return, close to
those that they loved. Be assured that the bonfires will
extinguish themselves, and if the books are thrown to the
fire, the immortal thought outlives that”.
DOLLET
NOTE: This spirit, who manifested spontaneously,
said that he was an old book seller of the XVI century.

ANOTHER
“Something was needed to harm with a violent strike
certain incarnated Spirits, so that they would decide to
engage into this great Doctrine that shall regenerate the
world. In that sense nothing is done uselessly on Earth,
and we who inspired the “burning at the stake” in
Barcelona, we knew well that by so acting we contributed
to a large step forward.
This brutal fact, incredible in the current days, was
realized so as to attract the attention of journalists who
were indifferent before the profound agitation taking
place in the cities and Spiritist Centers. They let it be but
were adamant on turning their blind eyes, responding
with silence to the desire of propaganda from the
followers of Spiritism.
Willingly or not they need to speak up now. Some
attesting the historic case of Barcelona and others denying
them give rise to a controversy which shall go around the
world and from which only Spiritism will benefit. That is
why today the back end of Inquisition has practiced its
last Auto de Fé. It was because we wanted so.”
Saint Dominic
Source: Revista Espírita 1861 by Allan Kardec, published by
the Brazilian Spiritist Federation.
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A

taliba Gouveia, 32 yr old male, was an
active businessman, a pharmacy owner.

He hired zealous and dependable pharmacists,
surrounded himself with cooperative friends, and had just
bought an establishment in a busy corner of a large city.
He now spent his afternoons in his new pharmacy
listening to his companions or watching the hurried steps
of the pedestrians outside.
-“Nice work, Ataliba, you made an excellent
acquisition.”
The good news came from Neca Fragoso, a long time
friend who was visiting Ataliba.
After a cordial embrace, they talked openly.
“That’s right my friend,” confirmed the business
owner. “The conditions were favorable, and I did not
hesitate.”
“That’s a great location!” – observed his friend.
“In spite of the presence of pedestrians, the situation
of this business is satisfactory to me.”
“They say that this corner is dangerous,” noted
Fragoso in a serious tone. “Many accidents happen here,
usually with dangerous drivers.”
“We know that; the traffic light is nearby.”
And Ataliba continued:
“We are here, and in two months, witnessed car
crashes with nervous persons exhibiting excoriations.
I established a medical clinic for emergency services.
Also, we have two physicians in the building next door.”
“Well done!”said Ataliba’s friend. “Your idea was
well-inspired. A medical clinic is a providential haven
for help and charity.”
Ataliba smiled ironically and added:
“Charity? That’s not the case. Here, any service
provided needs to be paid in cash. Beneficence in
this wealthy corner doesn’t work. I have been working
without rest, and furthermore, I am married and I have
a 5 year old son. He will not experience the hardships
that I had to endure in my childhood. I had to work as
hard as a mule, under heavy yoke, but when I think that
my son will grow up wealthy and happy, I forget about

the labor. We do not have free services. Any person that
comes to our clinic without the means to pay will have
to knock at a different door.
Night fell hurried.
It was cold.
The clock marked ten minutes to seven.
The conversation between the two continued, when
an old lady entered the room, running, carrying a small
child in her arms. She was directed to Ataliba by the
receptionist “Sir, this child broke loose from his nanny and ran
towards the road… I saw when he was run over by a
high speed car… I ran towards him and he was moaning
on the floor. I wrapped him in my blouse, but his head
is bleeding heavily and his body is covered in grave
contusions. I came to ask you for help. I heard you have
a medical clinic here.
“And madam, do you have sufficient money for the
expenses?,” asked the business owner with indifference.
“Ah, I am afraid I don’t. I am a maid and I was on
my way to the bus stop to go home.”
“If that’s the case, you have a good day madam. We
don’t provide free services here.”
“Sir, have pity! I believe this child is almost dead… I
am acting out of the goodness of my heart… In the name
of God, I ask for your help… I cannot abandon this poor
child… I am also a mother of two small children that wait
for me at home…”
In an attempt to improve the breathing of the boy that
was immobile in her arms, she removed the handkerchief
that she used to try and stop the bleeding in the boy’s
mouth.
When he saw the poor boy’s face, now dead, Ataliba
Gouveia’s face was transfigured.
Embraced by Fragoso that was witnessing the reality
of this painful scene, Ataliba fell into tears and exclaimed:
“Fragoso!... Fragoso!... What will happen to me?!...
This is my son!!!…”

By the spirit Augusto Cezar, psychographed by the medium
Francisco C. Xavier. Book “Fotos da Vida”, 1989, Publisher
GEEM
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Interviewing Judas
Iscariot
> Humberto de Campos (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)

A

sacred silence falls over the Holy City.
The ancient capital of Judea seems to be
enveloped in a sleep of many centuries.

Beyond rests Gethsemane, where the Divine
Master cried during a long night of agony; there
stands the sacred Golgotha, and in every silent
object lays a trace of the Passion that will be carried
forever through time. In addition, amidst this whole
scenario, like a crystalline stream of tears, runs the
silent Jordan River as if its quiet waters, seeking the
Dead Sea, wanted to hide the tumultuous acts of
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men and the unfathomable secrets of the Nazarene.

It was on a night like this that I saw Jerusalem living
its eternity of curses.
Spirits can vibrate in direct contact with History.
Searching for a closer relationship with the city of
prophets, I tried to perceive the living past of the Sacred
Places. It seems like Tito’s iconoclastic hands passed
through there executing an irrevocable decree. A trace
of destruction and tragedy remains in the air. Legions of
gnomes, dressed in their ancient clothing, roam through
the sacred ruins, and in the midst of the fatalities that
hang over the dead emporium of the Jews, men cannot
hear the moans of the invisible humanity.
On the noiseless banks of the Jordan River, perhaps
not very far from the sacred spot where Precursor
baptized Jesus Christ, I noticed a man sitting on a rock.
His demeanor was that of an amiable person.
“Do you know who this is?”someone whispered in
my ears. “This is Judas.”

“Judas?”
“Yes. Despite the progress that Spirits have already
made, they sometimes like to go back and visit the places
where they were either successful or not in achieving
their goals, thus feeling momentarily transported to the
times that have already passed...So they immerse their
thoughts into the past, returning to the present, armed
with the necessary courage for the future. Judas usually
comes to Earth during the days when the Passion of Our
Lord is celebrated, meditating upon his bygone acts...”
That figure of a man was magnetizing. I am not yet
free of the curiosity of a reporter, but between my vices
of a sinner and the perfection of Judas, there was an
abyss. Yet, my boldness, and the sacred humbleness
of his heart, established the connection so that I could
overcome the distance that separated us and tried to
listen to what he had to say.
“Are you really the ex-son of Iscariot?”
“Yes, I am Judas,” answered that sad man, drying a
tear in the folds of his long tunic.
“Like Jeremiah, of the Lamentations, I sometimes
contemplate this ruined Jerusalem, meditating on the
judgment of transitory men...”
“Is everything true that is said in the New Testament
about your personality in the tragedy of the condemnation
of Jesus?”
“In part...The scribes that wrote the gospels did not
consider the circumstances and the political conspiracies
that prevailed above my act in the dreadful crucifixion.
Pontius Pilate and the tetrarch of Galilee, besides their
personal interests in the matter, were also in charge of
safeguarding the interests of the Roman State, which
made an effort to satisfy the religious aspirations of
the elderly Jewish community. It’s always the same
story. Sanhedrin wanted heaven’s kingdom fighting for
Jehovah with fire and sword; Rome wanted the kingdom
of the Earth. Jesus stood between these two antagonistic
forces with his immaculate purity. Now, I was one of
those who were passionate about the socialist ideas of
the Master; however, my excessive zeal for the doctrine
made me sacrifice its founder. Above the hearts, I saw
politics as the only means to triumph, and Jesus would
not be able to achieve any victory. With his theories,
he would never be able to conquer any power since he
found himself immersed in a cloak of poverty that made
him feel horrified about occupying any such position.
Therefore, I planned a silent revolt like the ones that
are devised nowadays on Earth to overthrow a Chief of
State. The Master would be cast aside to a secondary
position and I would gather collaborators for a vast
and energetic achievement such as was later done by
Constantine the Great, after defeating Maxentius at the
Gates of Rome, that, moreover, only served to denigrate
Christianity. Therefore, by handing over the Master to

Caiaphas, I did not think that things would come to
such an unfortunate end, and, extremely remorseful,
I assumed that suicide was the only way to redeem
myself before Him.
“And did you get to save yourself through repentance?”
“No. I was not able to. Repentance is the preliminary
force towards the repairing tasks. After my tragic death,
I immersed myself in centuries of expiatory afflictions
for my terrible mistake. I suffered a great deal during
the persecutions inflicted upon the followers of Jesus’s
doctrine in Rome and my trials culminated when I
was burned at the stake during the Inquisition, where,
imitating the Master, I was betrayed, sold and usurped.
Victim of felony and betrayal, I left on Earth, in the
fifteenth century Europe, the last remnants of my crime.
Ever since that day when I submitted myself to all
the torments and infamies for the sake of my love of
Christ, with resignation and pity for my executioners,
I completed the cycle of my painful reincarnations on
Earth, emerging with a conscience free of guilt...”
“And today you’re meditating on the bygone days...”
- I thought sadly.
“Yes...I’m reviewing the facts as they occurred. Now,
joined with Him, Who is in His luminous Higher Kingdom
that is not yet of this world, I find a sign of His divine
footsteps on these roads. I can still see Him on the Cross,
leaving His destiny in God’s hands... I feel the clamorous
injustice of the companions that entirely abandoned
Him and I have a loving memory of the few women
that helped Him during the painful trance... In all the
homage paid to Him, I am always the repugnant figure
of the traitor... I look indulgently at those who accuse me
without reflecting if they can really cast the first stone... A
millenarian curse hangs over my name, just as it does over
these places full of misery and misfortune. Yet, personally,
I feel satiated with justice, because I have been acquitted
by my conscience in the court of redeeming tortures.”
“As for the Divine Master” - continued Judas with his
sorrow – “His mercy is infinite, and not just towards me,
because if I received thirty coins by selling Him to His
tormentors, for many centuries He is being foully sold
in the world, wholesale and retail, at all prices and at all
types of gold currency...”
“It’s true” - I concluded - “and the new Christ
negotiators do not hang themselves after selling Him.”
Judas turned away, walking towards the Sacred Grave,
and I, confused within the shadows invisible to the world,
noticed that a few stars were shining over the brownish,
sad clouds in the sky, while the Jordan River rolled in its
silence like a sheet of dead waters, seeking a dead sea.
Source: Book “Crônicas de Além-Túmulo” by Humberto de
Campos (Spirit) through the psychography of Chico Xavier,
chapter 5, 1937, published by FEB.
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Test Your SelfKnowledge

I

n The Spirits’ Book, question and answer 919,
we have come to know that self-knowledge is the
most effective means for improving ourselves and

for resisting the draw of evil. To raise awareness of the
importance of self-knowledge, the Spiritist Magazine
here publishes a basic test on self-knowledge to help
anyone who would like to start the process.

a. No, because we can only be born once.
b. Yes, I may reincarnate many times.
c. I don’t know.
7. If you reincarnate, could you choose where to be
born and what you will be?
a. Yes.
b. It depends both on my level of evolution and my
readiness.
c. I don’t know.

1.
a.
b.
c.

Are you a body or do you have a body?
I am a body.
I have a body.
I don’t know.

8.
a.
b.
c.

2.
a.
b.
c.

If you have a body, who are you?
I am energy.
I am Spirit.
I don’t know.

9. If you can choose your parents, will there be a
waiting time?
a. No.
b. It depends on the circumstances.
c. I don’t know.

3.
a.
b.
c.

If you are a Spirit, what is the definition of Spirit?
A living being.
Intelligent being of the Universe.
I don’t know.

4. If you are a Spirit, does everything end when you
die?
a. Yes. Everything ends when I die.
b. No. My body dies, but I keep on living.
c. I don’t know.
5.
a.
b.
c.

How long does a Spirit live?
It lives until it learns everything it needs to learn.
It lives forever, since it is immortal.
I don’t know.

6. If you keep on living after death, will you possibly
reincarnate on the Earth?

If you reincarnate, could you choose your parents?
Yes.
It depends on my readiness and usefulness of it.
I don’t know.

10. Should you rush to reincarnate?
a. Yes.
b. No. Since I am an immortal being, I can continue
learn in either side of life.
c. I don’t know.
Results: If majority of your answers were either A or
C, you will enjoy reading The Spirits’ Book and attend a
Spiritist study group to complement your understanding
about important existential questions. If majority of
your answers were B, we hope you are already part of a
Spiritist study group so you can deepen even more your
knowledge about yourself and Life.
This test is an adaptation of its original published by the Brazilian
Spiritist magazine SER ESPIRITA, issue 6.
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What’s happening
to the world?
A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF SHOCKING EVENTS IN THE LIGHT OF SPIRITISM
> Joyce Magalhaes, MD and Marco Magalhaes, DDS, PhD

I

n the past few weeks we have been exposed

perversity of humankind is very severe. Doesn’t it

to a number of hideous events in the news

seem they are regressing instead of progressing, at

around the world, including mass murders,

least from a moral point of view? You’re mistaken.

and televised shootings transmitted on live TV to

When observing them more closely, you will see

the homes of many families1. At the same time,

that they are advancing, because they understand

intolerance and barbaric pseudo-religious groups

better what is evil and, day by day, they reform

grow, taking the lives of so many and posting

their abuses. The excess of evil will make them

images of brutality on social media . A superficial

understand the need for good and reforms.”

2

analysis of these recent events will lead to the
wrong conclusion that we are not evolving but
may actually be regressing as a society. What is
happening to the world? Allan Kardec addressed
24
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this topic in The Spirits’ book3 stating that “the

Spiritism teaches us in a very clear way that we are
always progressing even if the steps are not readily
visible during our short incarnations in this planet4.
Humanity can slow down the march of progress but
can never make it stop. To better comprehend these
teachings, let us go back in time and revisit some

historical facts. Let us start with the Roman Empire,
around 100 BC-100 AD. What started as a religious,
sports and political celebration turned into horrific
and murderous celebrations in large festivities in the
Circus, including the practice of damnatio ad bestias
in which animals were used to murder humans 5.
Religious intolerance is not new to humankind. In the
early 1200 AD, European religious freedom would
lead to immediate death by fire in a system called
inquisition6. Let us now travel back only 150 years and
revive what happened during slavery where millions
were tortured and killed not because of faith, gender
or political reasons but due to their color of skin, which
is only regulated by a few genes in our DNA7. Finally,
less than 100 year ago, a movement that started in
Germany ended up creating Nazism, which caused
the death of millions, including the genocide of over
6 million Jews in the Holocaust. All these events were
institutionalized mass killings that were proposed and
approved by the ruling governments at the time. They
still touch very deeply in our souls today by exposing
how we still carry so much hate and selfishness. Several
things changed since these events, particularly the
way humanity reacted, from a cheerful supportive
attitude during the Roman Empire, to passive support
and resistance during slavery to outright resistance and
fight during the Second World War. We know well
that every action generates a proportional reaction in
any system and fortunately for us, the recent hideous
events have echoed in our hearts and generated
waves of solidarity and support to everyone involved,
including their families. From 100 BC to 2015 AD,
which is not a long time in the road of evolution, we
were able to distance our thoughts from malicious
ideas to more loving and caring vibrations. Another
factor that significantly changed over this period is
our connection through multiple channels including
social media and Internet. What used to be isolated
facts in remote areas in the world is now happening
live on our TVs and smartphones and getting us more
connected to shocking events.
So the question is what happened to us? The
answer is: we evolved! Not too much yet but enough to
distance ourselves from the crude hate and selfishness
that fuel violent crimes. But the next question is
why do we still see such things happening? Spiritism
explains to us that many less evolved spirits may
incarnate in our planet to continue their own pathway
of evolution while others move on to more advanced
worlds. In times of transition, when the entire planet
is evolving, we may see the last opportunity for many
spirits to achieve their goals in evolution and continue
incarnating on earth. Unfortunately many of them
also fail their opportunities and may be responsible

for violent crimes, corruption, among other hideous
behaviors. As Manoel Philomeno de Miranda also
reports through the mediumship of Divaldo Franco,
we may go through some turbulent times in the planet
before the process of transition is completed8. This may
include a spike in certain crimes and natural disasters
mixed with more examples of true love and charity.
But what should we do in such situations? First,
we must not connect to the same type of vibrations
that are motivating the crime. Let us cross from our
minds the idea of revenge or capital punishment
since we will be lowering our mental vibrations
to a similar state of barbarism. Justice will always
prevail even if we do not see in this lifetime! The
divine laws are perfect and we will always face the
consequences of our actions. Second, we should
stop our instantaneous judgment of the situation. We
certainly do not know exactly what is happening from
a spiritual perspective and we should not propagate
gossip or negative thoughts since they may be used
to fuel more evil actions. Let us remember that God
is always just and good and will not let any victim
discarnate without the appropriate support from the
Spiritual realm. Finally and most importantly, let us
always pray and send good vibrations to all involved,
including the individual who committed the offence,
since he or she is likely the one who needs the most
help considering our eternal spiritual existence.
References:
1. NBC news: http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/virginia-tvshooting
2. NBC news: ISIS threat, http://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/
isis-terror
3. Allan Kardec, The Spirits’ book, Q/A 785. International Spiritist
council, 2006.
4. Allan Kardec, The Spirits’ book, Q/A 781. International Spiritist
council, 2006.
5. From Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Damnatio_ad_
bestias
6. From Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inquisition
7. Richard A. Sturm. Molecular genetics of human pigmentation
diversity. Hum. Mol. Genet. (2009).
8. Divaldo Franco,Sspirit Manoel Philomeno de Miranda. Planetary
transition by LEAL publisher.
Dr. Joyce Magalhaes, MD, and Dr. Marco Magalhaes, DDS,
PhD, are members of the Toronto Spiritist Society in Canada
and hosts at Kardec Radio.
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Evolution and
Destiny
> Andre Luiz (Spirit) / Chico Xavier and Waldo Vieira (Mediums)
What percentage of time will the average Spirit spend
in-between incarnate internships?
For average Spirits, the percentage of time spent in the
spiritual plane varies according to the level of time gained
in the recent incarnate internship. The more extensive the
knowledge and the higher the provision of acquired virtues
by the Spirit, the more he/she enjoys a wider period of time
in the Superior Sphere to obtain more resources to enter
higher ennobling realms.
Could we identify evolutionary links that may exist
in the nonphysical plane that are unknown on Earth?
Beyond the physical plane, human research will find
valuable material of observation to elucidate the various
problems concerning the evolution of the individual being.
Do Spiritual instructors currently get involved in the
improvement of the inferior evolving lifeforms in which
the spiritual principle does its internships?

Yes, because all the fields of Nature have agents of Divine
Wisdom working on the formation and the expansion of the
values of evolution.
Of all the higher animals below humans, which group
holds the greatest numbers of germs of thoughts?
The subject demands long study in the sphere of
technical development, because there are certain germs
of thoughts of certain sense which are more advanced in
certain animals than in others. Yet, we will nominate the dog
and the monkey, the cat and the elephant, the horse and
the mule, as beings in your usual experience that are more
widely endowed with mental wealth, as an introduction to
continuous thought.

Source: Book Evolução em Dois Mundos by Andre Luiz (Spirit)
through the mediumship of Chico Xavier and Waldo Vieira,
chapter 18, part 2, published by the Brazilian Spiritist Society.
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DISCOVERING THE REAL WORLD
WITH DIVALDO FRANCO

Vanity and
Mediumship
> Manoel Philomeno de Miranda (Spirit) / Divaldo Franco (Medium)

T

ogether with devoted Albert, we returned to
the infirmary where Ambrose, in continuous
caring assistance, was still immersed in the

abyss of his own troubles and afflictions. As usual,
he showed increasing maturing reflections in the
heat of late repentance, which led him to the
expiation1 in which he lived, so that, the future
would provide him with the necessary repair.
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I felt for the sufferer. Through him, I identified many
terrestrial companions who use their mediumship as an
extravagant commercialism or display it as an instrument
of ego, causing their own torment.
Stopping by his bed, I tried to show feelings of

compassion and tenderness, hoping that the dense
layers of deleterious energy were diluting little by little,
so that, at the right time, he could free himself for new
experiences within the realms of reason and charity. Thus,
I remained there in prayer for a few minutes, helping the
spiritual assistants who were taking care of him. I realized
that the love that he received by the charitable groups
during the visits was helping him to target that objective
and open his mind to freedom.
I was getting ready to leave with the devoted guide
when a noble lady of expressive beauty entered the room.
She knew the medium when she was incarnated and she
felt fraternal devotion toward him.
After greeting us, she stayed in silent prayer. During
that moment she expressed soft and perfect clarity that
also enveloped the patient who was sleeping. She
remained in an attitude of reflection for several minutes,

and then she left.
Albert, always kind, knowing the history of her recent
earthly existence, accompanied her down the hall where
he introduced me to her with kindness and gentleness,
explaining the purposes of my presence in that Spiritual
Sanatorium.
Without any constraint, the lady expressed sympathy
for the project in which I was involved, and she offered
to tell us about her special human experience.
As suggested by the lady, we approached a very nice
room, in a corner of the pavilion, in the basement, which
was illuminated by the soft sunlight of Spring.
As soon as she had the opportunity, she explained:
“I experienced financial wealth in my life as I was
born in a family from Sao Paulo that was the owner of
wide tracts of land and abundant goods of various nature.
I experienced the tenderness of generous and devoted
parents who spoiled me for many years, enriching me
with love and telling me the duties of conscience towards
life and humanity. I had the opportunity to study in
fine schools. However, I had no interest in acquiring
a diploma in any specialty. Since very early, I felt that I
was born to be at home, longing for a family that could
contribute positively to society. Very sensitive, I learned
how to identify the mediumistic phenomena that made
me happy, giving me the opportunity to live with Spirits
whom I learned to love.
“Meanwhile, I became acquainted with Spiritism.
And I confess that I was fascinated by the mediumistic
novels that were signed by noble Entities through worthy
sowers. The stories based on the wise postulates of Kardec
touched me deeply. I tried to internalize some of those
stories, so they could serve as a model during my daily
existence. Because of the consoling and revealing nature
of those messages, I decided to take part in a mediumistic
group, which felt like a family to me and where I started
to psychograph messages that brought me true blessings.
“Since I had good connections in society, I did not
fear to tell my friends and relatives about the precious
discoveries of the Doctrine of the Immortals. I was naïve
when I assumed that everybody was ready to learn the
deep reflections on life after death. I forgot that a lot of
us are called for that understanding but only a few are
chosen. Understandably, my words and enthusiasm were
misinterpreted, and even censured, which caused me to
wince around the ideas that I had embraced.”
While the lady reminisced, she showed some
emotion that made her stop for a moment, and then
she continued:
“It was in that small group that I met the brilliant
and honorable man whom I married later. He had a
high position in a reputable company. He also became
a Spiritist due to the logic of the Spiritist postulates and
the clarifications that they offered about the teachings of

Jesus. Since he was someone who studied the Gospel, he
could not agree with the dogmatic explanation and the
absurd interpretations that were offered by the Church
of Rome.
“That was our reunion, since the affinities that tied
us together were innumerous and connected us deeply
in a serious and affective relationship. For the joy of my
parents who were still alive, we got married and we built
the home that would be a delighted nest, since it was
built to experience love. As the years went by, we got
to know other Spiritist families and we became active
members of a respectable organization devoted to the
dissemination of Spiritism.
“As happiness in the world can’t be complete, with
sadness we found out that we could not be parents due
to my physical problems. We were able to overcome
the sadness and disappointment of not being able to be
parents. We understood that on the Earth we harvest
according to what was sown before. So we decided to
contribute positively in favor of the needy children who
asked for help through the outreach department in the
Spiritist organization that we attended.”
Again she paused briefly as to bring together her
memories and she continued:
“On one occasion, one of the couples who became
very friendly and affectionate to us, told us that they
intended to visit a devoted medium in another city
who enriched the lives of people who were seeking for
messages with high quality. He was true to the messages of
the spirit authors, and his life was series of deeds inspired
by the Gospel. Without any difficulty we scheduled a trip.
Our goal was to visit him. On the scheduled date and time
we had the great joy of meeting someone whom, from
that moment on, we would follow as an example of faith,
courage, selflessness regarding mediumship and personal
conduct. We met someone whose life brightened the
lives of the people who approached him.
“On that incomparable night, we had the impression
that Heavens came down to the Earth in the modest place
where we prayed and discussed the words of the Gospel,
while the medium psychographed incessantly. Fascinated,
I followed all the moments of that unforgettable event
that happened along with prayers of devotion to God
and, why not say, I was dazzled by everything that was
happening around me. I can also say that the others, those
who traveled with us and many others who came from
different places, were participating in that moment of
light with the same emotion, recognizing and reaffirming
their vows of fidelity towards the Spiritist consciousness.
“The meeting lasted for several hours, and in the end,
messages containing important philosophical, ethical and
spiritual content were read. Some messages were meant
to help afflicted families who were present and hoped
to get some comfort to deal with the pain of the loss
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and suffering they experienced. Other messages were
from poets and writers who came back to the terrestrial
realm to communicate the message of the survival of the
soul; other messages were of guidance and warning. It
was in this moment that the devoted medium called
me and my husband by our names. He started to read
a message from the Venerable Dr. Bezerra de Menezes.
The message talked about our fraternal and charitable
work, the surrender to the children of the Calvary, the
dedication to the ones who were lost in the darkness of
spiritual ignorance... The couple who were our friends
were also presented with an beautiful message of comfort
and spiritual awareness. The message touched their
hearts deeply, giving them assuring and firm guidance.
When this part of the meeting was over, the Illuminated
Instrument of the Spirits, in a spontaneous and almost
intimate moment, told us details of his faculty, especially
those that occurred during the mediumistic trance. He
told us about events that took place at the meeting, and
which became to all of us lessons of unusual beauty that
would never be forgotten or overlooked.”
“We returned to our homes filled with irrepressible
happiness. We promised to serve and love without
restraint or conditions. We would pay the necessary
price for that to happen. I can say that the illuminating
experience was the defining mark of our spiritual future.
I can also say that unfortunately, I was unable to preserve
that due to the moral weakness that predominated in my
nature. I went back to that sanctuary at different times;
a sanctuary where death was destroyed by the presence
of abundant life. That was a place where other messages
of unusual beauty were addressed to us, inviting us to
follow the path of service and charity, which was a safe
path that guided us to rid ourselves of selfishness, pride
and presumption. Simultaneously, my mediumistic
faculties amplified my possibilities of spiritual attunement,
and without noticing I got intoxicated by my vanity,
considering myself almost privileged...
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“As we know, a misstep in our path and can lead
everything to become distressed anddisheveled, and
we fall… That’s what happened to me. I was invited
to build a place of love to help unfortunate individuals
who were orphans or were abandoned. Considering my
socioeconomic position, I started to visualize a fabulous
building that was far from the simplicity of goodness. I
engaged in it with all my strength and I applied many
of the resources that I possessed in order to execute the
plan. My unguided imagination freed unhappy old habits,
which were sleeping in my unconscious, and the woman
who should be charitable started to live in a grandiose
illusion. I started to think about details that were not
important, but to which attributed high significance,
letting time – a true precious treasure - pass by while

the incarnate spirits whom I was meant to support were
getting lost in addictions and delinquency.”
The lady was visibly moved. I thought about asking
her to stop the narrative that was causing such affliction,
but after reaching for my friend Albert in order to get
support, I saw his gentle smile that calmed me down.
“I apologize for the emotion,” said the lady. “These
memories are really dear to me. I cannot forget them.
Today they are assets of my responsible conscience. I
forgot that goodness does not need embellishments;
instead it is practical and urgent. In the illusions that I
followed in the world I could easily see that the impulses
of frivolity have significant value only because we give
them important meaning.
“The noble Dr. Bezerra warned me of this several
times not only through his docile mediumistic instrument,
but also, by my own means. But the illusion that I had
installed in my Spirit blocked my reasoning, and I was
the only one who could not see the unfortunate mistake
to which I was driving myself. During that difficult time,
a friendly visit from death snatched my husband. His
death made me feel empty, but it did not open my eyes
to the humility that was necessary to serve Jesus among
His people on Earth.
“Without the necessary lucidity, I withdrew from
my friends who tried to dissuade me from the grand
enterprise, inviting me to the simple work of fraternity.
I gathered with a group of misguided people like myself,
who were fascinated with the messages that came
through me. We did not apply any reason or discernment
when analyzing the pages that I psychographed. As a
consequence, I did not enjoy the pleasure of being able
to help those whom life put in my way so that I could
take care of them. I discarnated before finishing the job…
“You can imagine the disappointment that struck me
upon awakening beyond the portal of ashes. The clearer
my mind was getting, the greater became the anguish that
took over my reason and my heart. The compassionate
Dr. Bezerra came again to my rescue, offering moral
comfort and hope for my future, so that I would not fall
into depression or any other state of disturbance. He
explained to me that there is always time to start over.
And he showed me that he was still helping friends who
stayed in behind, which I also could do in the company
of my husband. The proposal was to awaken the friends
whom I anesthetized, and support the needy who were
expecting the assistance that I was not able to offer. Surely
the light of Spiritism guided me to the action of fraternity.
So I tried to help the afflicted ones who crossed my path
in the best way that I could. I assisted them with love and
mercy as much as I could.”
Another spontaneous silence made itself present
amongst us. A few seconds later, the noble lady added:
“Reincarnation is a gift from God. Without this gift,

no one would be able to manage to triumph over their
own passions. Step by step, the Spirit breaks free from
its limits as a diamond that comes out from the ugly
rock in order to shine as a divine star. Fortunately the
work goes on and the devoted friends have found in the
vigilant Benefactor the inspiration that we try to share
with them. This way the objectives are restored as we
work incessantly so that pain is less distressing and love
is more productive at all dimensions.
“It was in the beginning of the construction of
that Work that I met brother Ambrose, in one of
his monumental lectures in our city. We connected
fraternally, and my husband and I received him in our
home many times, where he exercised mediumship
with elevation. Somehow I followed his folly when he
changed his friendships and began giving preference to
exhibitionist and eccentric shows, which were happening
due to the unfortunate obsession that took over him.
Visiting him, I cannot escape from the awareness that
I also had fallen in subtle, nefarious schemes, to which
I became attuned through the exacerbated vanity
toward my duties. His history is the history of many of
us, unguarded mediums who victimized themselves
due to luxury, arrogance, thirst for terrestrial glories and
enchantments to feed their egos.”
And sharing a final thought with a smile, she ended
our meeting explaining, “Mediumship and presumption
cannot walk together without serious consequences.”
She excused herself and left us walking gracefully away.
She left us important messages for reflection and learning.
How could it be possible that, in spite of the near failure
of her experience, she shared with us so many relevant
spiritual values? I quickly understood that Goodness always
illuminates the person who has done good deeds regardless
of how this goodness was done or experienced. The lady,
who now saw herself with such severity, realized a work
of love and experienced the principles in the Gospel
according to her understanding of them. The errors to
which she succumbed to were the result of previous
unproductive tendencies that she could not overcome, but
which she fought tenaciously to address better and more
efficiently. The most important thing is to never stop; it is
to not become accomplices with evil; it is to never pervert
the noble goals while remaining faithful to the commitment
to embrace the best, even if you cannot accomplish it. And
the lady, somehow, was victorious.
In my conversation with Albert, we concluded that
she had become a victim of the discarnate minds whose
interest was to keep the Earth in shadow by preventing
the Spirits who were instruments of the Truth from setting
themselves free from the negative bonds to which they
were linked previously .
Subtly, but surely, those sick Spirits move amongst
the most significant efforts toward human dignity. They

try to tangle those who are involved in these efforts by
inspiring wrong thoughts. However those wrong thoughts
appear to be elevated thoughts. They induce us to bizarre
practices, as shown in the group in which they are a
part throught the use of regalia with this or that tone
giving a touch of purity to their external actions, without
a corresponding inner beauty. In the mean time, they
inspire in us inordinate vanity, attracting the mediums
under their influence to positions that do not align with
the activities that they perform…
Subtle obsession is a disease that rages wildly between
human beings and passes almost unnoticed amongst
them. Its nefarious action causes many disturbances in the
terrestrial behavior and many follies regarding the moral
and spiritual commitments that should be performed
with higher nobility.
Only constant vigilance of an upright conscience
can protect us against these spirits of the lower zones. In
addition to that, our commitments should be connected
to our hearts and actions, living without any kind
extravagance until we can reach our carnal emancipation.
To an inexperienced observer, it would seem that the
forces identified as evil can operate freely everywhere
without any superior control that can limit its field of
action. However, the reality is quite different. The reality
is different because these spirits who believe they have
the power to preserve and follow their goals are just sick
spirits in need of love and mercy, which will never lack
for them. Their permanence on those sad objectives
will remain for a short period of time because they will
be attracted to the Great Light, and they will release
themselves at the correct time from the inferior imposition
to which they are tied momentarily
The process of spiritual growth is not always easy
because when we overcome one step, another one will
emerge. Following this cycle, the previous deficiencies
will be overcome by new conquests. Those who remain
behind and believe that they are unable to proceed will
awaken slowly to the noble values and they will conquer
these values reaching the fullness which awaits all of us.
1. Expiation is a Spiritist term that encompasses penitence,
atonement. It is actually the second step towards the
regeneration of the soul. According to Kardec’s explanation
in the first part of the book Heaven and Hell, when someone
makes a mistake, they need to walk a three-step ladder to
achieve regeneration: (1) repentance; (2) expiation; and (3)
reparation.

Source: From the book Tormentos da Obessessao by Manoel
Philomeno de Miranda (Spirit) / Divaldo Franco (Medium),
chapter 15, LEAL publisher. The book is already translated into
English. We await its publication by its publisher.
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Paul and Stephen:
Ten Lessons
for the Spiritist
Practitioner
> Vanessa Anseloni, PsyD, PhD

“W

ho in this world does not have
a ministry of God?” Do you,
1

dear reader, feel that call? By

reading the book Paul and Stephen, we have an
opportunity to delve within our inner world and
find our ministry of God. If we found it already,
we can deepen its awareness and understanding.
The book Paul and Stephen contains countless lessons
for anyone who is willing to take another step forward
into true service. Of 44 major points that we observed,
we here outline ten of them as true lessons learned from
the book that became a reference for the very medium
of the book, Chico Xavier.

1. THERE IS NO GREAT WORK WITHOUT
STRUGGLES.
Spiritists already know that we are living in a world
of trials and expiations working on its regeneration.
Inevitably we face struggles while working for the general
good too. Saul-Paul learned that “the Promised Land
lies before us. We must overcome the obstacles and
proceed.”2 Who does not want to achieve the promised
land of joy and happiness? However, in the works of
Spiritism we verify that obstacles will always exist and
we need to proceed in spite of them all. As Gamaliel
recommended to Saul, “Do not be disturbed by mistrust,
slander, and bad faith; remember that Jesus valiantly
overcame all that!”3 As Paul grew in his spiritual wisdom,
he concluded and shared with all of us, “Let us not expect
any rest in places of work and living witness.”4
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conditions, Jeziel followed his mother’s advice on “one
should love God above everything else.”8 At his death,
Stephen “remembered all his favorite prayers from
childhood.”9. Paul was also able to recreate himself in
the midst of his transformation because his father “sought
to accustom his hands to work before his mind was filled
up with a lot of ideas. It is written that we must eat our
bread by the sweat of our brow. Labor is the sacred
movement of life.”10

4. WE ARE NEVER ALONE IN THE WORKS OF
GOODNESS.
It is clear that Saul detoured when called to action,
but later, finding his pathway again, he received constant
collaboration from superior forces. “Invisible powers were
conferring lofty and consoling inspirations on his mind…
he had found an unexpected inner strength unknown to
him before.”11 “Stephen would follow him in spirit for
30 years, continually renewing his strength as he carried
out the redemptive task of the Gospel.”12
Crowning the presence of loving guides in Saul-Paul’s
missionary life, Abigail and Stephen come in Saul’s
sleep time to a most beautiful dialogue that summarizes
the memorable directions to anyone who wants to
accomplish their spiritual goals: Give – Love – Work –
Hope – Forgive!13

2.

TEAMWORK IS THE ONLY WAY TO SUCCEED.

When dominated by ego, we tend to believe that we
can achieve anything by ourselves without anyone’s help
or cooperation. Saul has the very belief until the road of
Damascus invited him to the true reality. Soon after, he
learned the lesson from Jesus that “no worthwhile work
can be done on earth without fraternal cooperation.”5
In their daily activities, Paul and the companions would
“take turns in the task of preaching the eternal truths;
they proclaimed the Kingdom of God and healed the
sick everywhere they went.”6 In the writing of the
epistles, Emmanuel reveals that Paul always received the
collaboration of his companions. “Perceiving the need for
the elevated spirit of cooperation in every divine work,
Paul of Tarsus never wrote alone.”7

3. SPIRITUAL LESSONS SHALL BEGIN AT HOME.
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It has become clear that any teaching is better
solidified when given in childhood. Then, Emmanuel
purposefully shares with the readers of the book Paul
and Stephen that the only way to a spiritualized adult is
a spiritualized child. Facing the hardships of the cruelty
of the time, Abigail and Jeziel stood strong due to their
mother’s spiritual lessons to them. In spite of his enslaving

5. LET US STRIVE TO SHARE WHAT WE ALREADY
KNOW.
In today’s world, we are constantly incited to rest and
relax. However, Emmanuel shows to us that, in spite of
illness and tiredness, Paul would keep going. “As long as
we can work, we should view it as a tonic for all ills…
God is in urgent need of a job well done. If this is true of
the petty activities in matters of the world, how are we
to postpone or fail to do the sacred duties of our soul
regarding the Almighty?”14

6.

PRUDENCE IS INDISPENSABLE.

The Spiritist ideas came from a well planned and
organized group coordinated by Christ. Thus, we
conclude that “we are in charge of a legacy that does
not belong to us personally, then we must proceed with
human prudence.”15

7.

INNER TRANSFORMATION IS THE PROCESS.

The goal of the Spiritist teachings does not rest in
the phenomena of mediumship but in the constant
encouragement to inner transformation. Like
fundamentalist Saul, many religious and even spiritual

individuals tend to focus on the external rituals. Later,
as transformed Paul, he learned that the focus shall
be on the process of true spirituality, which is inner
transformation. As a process, it takes steps, phases,
and time to grow stronger and firmer in the pathway of
illumination. Often, people become acquainted with the
Spiritist teachings and, enthusiastically, volunteer to its
practice without observing that the process is first, and
foremost, within. It takes time and patience, as Ananias
explained to Saul16:
“The Master has given you the job of a sower. You are
full of goodwill, but what does a man do upon receiving such
responsibilities? Before anything else, try to gather the seeds
into your private coffers so that your efforts may be productive.”
“But what do you mean by that?”
“I mean that a man living a pure and upright life,
without the errors of his own good intentions, is always
ready to plant goodness and justice along the route he
takes; but the one who has already made mistakes,
or who is harboring some guilt, needs to experience
his own suffering before he can teach others. Those
who are not entirely pure or who have not suffered
along the way will never be understood by those who
simply listen to their words. Their lives contradict their
teachings. Besides, everything that is of God demands
great peace and deep understanding. In your case, you
must think of Jesus’ lesson as He dwelt for thirty years
among us, preparing Himself to endure our presence
for only three. (…)”

8. THE LUCKY CHARM OF THE SPIRITIST
PRACTICE.
Like a butterfly attracted by the light of a lamp, many
individuals become amazed before mediumistic phenomena
and their mediums. Often, they want the lucky charm of such
amazing results of mediumship, as occurred to the sorcerer
Bar-Jesus who asked Paul for the talisman of his healing
capacities. Paul then shares with him that the lucky charm
lies on “faith in God combined with selflessness.”17

9.

DO NOT RELY ON PUBLIC OPINION.

No matter if one is a medium, a speaker, or a pass-giver, we
all need to quickly learn the lesson that Paul taught to Timothy.
“The opinions of common folk are very inconstant.”18 This
advice is immortal as well and tells us that we cannot either
accept praise or condemnation by others, because what really
matters is what happens between us and God.

10. PRAY FOR THOSE WHO PERSECUTE US.
Love for the neighbor is a major commandment of God’s
Law, no exception to others who persecute us. Emmanuel

beautifully describes the example of the men and women
of the Way (later called Christians), like Peter, who taught
his community to pray for the famous persecutor of the
time, Saul of Tarsus. So shall we exercise in our daily lives. 19
The book Paul and Stephen is a true therapy for the
soul and a guide for the Spiritist practitioner!
References:
1. Paul and Stephen by Emmanuel through the psychography of
Chico Xavier, preface, EDICEI.
2. Ibid., page 291.
3. Ibid., page 297.
4. Ibid., page 652.
5. Ibid., page 343.
6. Ibid., page 485.
7. Ibid., page 521/532.
8. Ibid., page 61.
9. Ibid., page 190.
10. Ibid., page 292.
11. Ibid., page 317.
12. Ibid., page 318.
13. Ibid., page 372.
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15. Ibid., page 339.
16. Ibid., page 274-5.
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SPIRITISM FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH

Pride
> Bernadete Leal, M.Ed.
1. Is there any negative effect of a parent being
proud of his or her child?
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What a joy when parents see their children
accomplishing something they worked really hard for.
It is natural to say, “I am very proud of you!”, and we
know the feeling when someone says it to us. The words
“I am proud of you” imply that parents, relatives or
friends recognize and approve the child’s achievement
and success. When those words are expressed with a
sincere feeling of love and joy showing appreciation for
someone’s hard work and achievement, they are positive
and have an encouraging effect. The danger and negative
side of it is when pride goes beyond congratulating words
and is nurtured in children’s heart by making them feel
superior. This kind of pride is referred as Hubristic, which
comes from the Greek word hubris, meaning extreme
pride or arrogance. It is related to actions that shamed
and humiliated the victim for the pleasure or gratification
of the abuser.
The Hubristic pride, contrary to the Authentic pride,
is the one that we should fight against. When a child is
too proud and feels superior to others, he or she is being
judgmental and not looking at his/her own limitations and
weaknesses. C.S. Lewis, a famous author and scholar,
once said, “A proud man is always looking down on things
and people; and, of course, as long as you’re looking

down, you can’t see something that’s above you.”
A child, who becomes arrogant, has a strong sense of
self-importance and believes that he/she deserves special
treatment. Also, he/she likes to brag about his/her talents
and accomplishments. This type of behavior affects his/
her relationship with other children who may feel inferior
or annoyed with his/her sense of superiority. As a result,
children will avoid playing or hanging out with him/her.
Many of us, adults, have experienced how irritating it can
be being around a braggart or a know-it-all for too long.
2.

What is the root of such pride?

There have been many studies and research studies
trying to explain the origin and purpose of pride, and
Spiritism can help us to understand it, explaining that the
root of pride is found in selfishness. Question 785 of The
Spirits’ Book mentions that pride and selfishness are the
greatest obstacles to moral progress. We learn with the
Spiritist philosophy that we are spirits that reincarnate
many life times with the goal of improving ourselves.
Each life experience offers wonderful opportunities for
us to grow in love and knowledge. As a spirit-in-progress,
we still have some negative tendencies that we bring
from previous reincarnations, and pride is one of them.
Therefore, the more we practice “Love one another and
do to others what you would have them do to you”,

the more we will eradicate selfishness and pride from
our heart.
Another strong cause for hubristic pride can be
found in the child’s upbringing. Some parents teach
their children that they should take strong pride on their
culture, belief, or religion. Sure, we should be grateful
for our roots and acknowledge our culture, but we have
to be careful on how it is presented and nurtured in a
child because it can incite superiority, and he/she will
develop the misconception that his/her culture or belief
is better than others. This kind of pride can have serious
consequences leading to prejudice and racism. Many
tyrants in world history acted with violence causing
serious pain and suffering in the name of their pride. Also,
if a parent has strong hubristic pride, the child will pick
up that behavior and will learn that sense of superiority.
Carl Jung explains that children are educated by who the
grown-up is and not by his or her talk.
Sports can also reinforce negative pride on children.
Some parents take competition too serious, abusing and
pushing their children to their limits inflicting emotional
and physical distress on them. There are cases in which
parents transfer their own passion for a sport unto the
child and want him/her to fulfill their dreams. For some
parents and coaches, it is not enough that a child tries
his/her best, but they want the child to be THE BEST. The
question is why? What is a parent trying to prove to the
family, neighbors, friends, or to himself/herself? Sadly,
we see parents selfishly living off their child’s successes
and achievements so they can show to the world that
they have succeeded as a parent and feed their pride,
not thinking of the damage they could be causing to
their children.
Beauty pageants is another typical example of parents
fulfilling their desires through their young children, who
cannot make their own choices yet, imposing on them
their passion, and taking away precious time from their
childhood. In addition, children develop a great deal of
competition in their heart, pride, and early sensuality.
They learn to give too much value to their physical beauty,
unfortunately forgetting about a more important one, the
spiritual and the moral. When those children grow up,
they will have serious problems with relationships and
working with others. Plus, they will struggle dealing with
life challenges, not knowing what to do if by any chance
anything happens to their possessions, performance, or
to their body.
3. How can I combat hubristic pride?
With humbleness of heart! Jesus, in the gospel of
Mathew, says “Take my yoke upon you. Let me teach

you, because I am humble and gentle at heart, and you
will find rest for your souls.” What a great example of
humility Jesus was. He was never boastful, but instead,
he used all his love and power to serve and heal the sick.
And He continues in Mark’s saying, “If anyone wants to
be first, he must be the very last, and the servant of all.”
Parents, teach your children how to be humble.
Chapter 7 of the Gospel According to Spiritism reminds
us that humility is a virtue much forgotten amongst us. For
the little ones, you can start by using stories to illustrate
humbleness and pride. Find a story that shows characters
acting arrogantly, or you may create your own story,
making sure that it has some consequences. Then talk to
your child about feelings, asking how he/she would feel if
he was treated the way the character did in the story. Use
some puppets or drawings to illustrate. And when you see
your child behaving in a boastful way, remind him/her of
the character’s behavior from the story. Also, keep your
eyes open to catch your child doing any act of kindness
and show recognition. It is easy to spot a child doing
something negative, but it is important to notice when
he is doing something good, reinforcing that behavior.
So, let’s start nurturing humbleness in children’s heart.
Help them to recognize not only their talents but also their
limitations and weaknesses, and how they can use their
gifts to help others. Doing charity by serving the needy is
a wonderful and inspiring way to open children’s eyes on
how to be grateful for what they have and what they can
do. Teach them to respect everyone, accept differences,
practice seeing good and talent in other people, and also
recognize when they make mistakes.
Pride can blind us! As we learn in chapter 10 of The
Gospel According to Spiritism: “Pride, being the father
of many vices, is also the negation of many virtues. It is
found to be the motive and base for almost all human
actions. Therefore, it was because pride is the principle
obstacle to progress, that Jesus tried so hard to combat
it.” Following Jesus’ example, we should make effort
to combat pride from our lives and practice being
humble. We can start now planting the seed of love and
humbleness in our children, but keep in mind that the
best way to teach your child to be humble is by being
humble, and remember and reflect upon this famous
saying, “Pride comes before a fall.”
Bernadete Leal, M.Ed., has been a Spiritist educator devoting
her time to compiling materials and resources to educate
children and youth in Spiritism in the United States. She is the
coordinator of the Education for Youth and Children with the
United States Spiritist Council. Leal is also a great collaborator
of Kardec Radio team. This article has been featured at Kardec
Radio through its weekly segment YES with Bernadete Leal.
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Appreciation
> Emmanuel (Spirit) / Chico Xavier (Medium)

T

he Universe is a current of love in continuous
motion. Do not interrupt the flow of its
vibrations.

Based on this, remember that no one should be so
overcome by his duties that he cannot lift his eyes up,
from time to time, to say a few words of gratitude.
Consider the hours dedicated to your obligations as
sacred, but do not forget that minute of appreciation to
others.
Your parents do not doubt your affection, however,
a gesture of understanding would give them added
strength; your children well note your kindness, yet they
would experience new uplift with a stimulating smile from
you; your colleagues know about your faithfulness, but
they would receive renewed energy by the assurance
of your spontaneous help; and your companions,
although aware of your friendship, would gather valuable
encouragement on hearing your kind hearted message.

No one can fully evaluate the importance of these
little donations.
A prayer, an affectionate greeting, a flower or a
friendly note, can extinguish extended fires of discord,
or dissolve boulders of darkness.
We do not either allude to the praise that spoils,
nor the venom of flattery. We are simply referring to
the friendship and gratitude which elevate work and
stimulate good.
Difficult as your path may be, learn to smile and to
bless that joy may march on, uplifting hearts and hands
that labor for the expansion of the Infinite Goodness.
God himself is never so exceedingly occupied that
He does not remember to sustain the Sun so that the
Sun should, in His name, give warmth to the last worm
in the farthest abysmal recess.

Source: This message was translated S. J. Haddad from its
original in Portuguese.
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JOANNA DE ANGELIS’ SPIRITIST PSYCHOLOGY

Children and Their
Cry for a New
World

40

> Cláudio Sinoti, PsyD, and Iris Sinoti, PsyD
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“S

he is terrible, and I don’t know what
else to do... I think she has a problem
that nobody knows what it is… I can’t

stand it anymore, who did this child take after?...”
Unfortunately, this and other statements are
ever more common from parents that do not know
how to deal with the behavior of their children and
who seek urgent solutions in the current available
therapies, when they do not despair, believing that
there are no solutions. And even more concerning is
that diagnoses of specific pathologies not common
in children are becoming more common. Confronted
with this scenario, specialists from different disciplines
of behavior, educators and religious figures are left
to ask themselves:
- What is happening to the children of the modern
world? What is the reason for so many diagnosis of ADHD
(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), depression and
even child suicide, among other disorders?
Certainly there isn’t only one answer, and the
picture that emerges is challenging in many ways.
Without pretension to diminish the answers that are
previously presented in regards to these questions,
many deep and valid, and not to exhaust such an
ample topic, we believe it’s a good time to add
questioning to the debate. This is needed in order
to verify if the symptoms presented by the children,
younger than ever, aren’t also a reflection of another
crisis, one that calls for the revision of the values in
which we base our existence. Because of this, in the
midst of our reflection, we propose a few questions

for self-reflection, in order for each one to be able
to reflect what we have been doing to contribute to
this worrisome landscape.
-Could it be that the “cry of the children” is a
cry for something deeper that claims for urgent
transformations that the adults need to start (or that
should have started) to modify the bases of the world?
Is it possible that we are only scratching the surface
of something much greater?
Childhood is of fundamental importance for the
building of the personality, so much so that it is longer
in humans, compared with animals, allowing proper
learning, and when neglected can cause many grave
behavioral disorders.
Having recorded deep in their consciousness
the experiences of the past, a human being with
a fragile and helpless appearance “dives” into the
physical vessel, bringing with them the desire of
a new opportunity, in which they will accumulate
experiences in their pathway towards perfection.
Their achievements and evolutionary needs are stored
in the body and in the mind and all context in which
the child is immersed – cultural, social, religious – will
influence, positively or negatively, in the formation
of their personality.
Therefore, we consider that the child already
has, since their birth, a first challenge: the world that
receives them is in a profound crisis of values and
principles. In spite of its considerable advances in
some areas of knowledge and technology, still there
is much to develop in terms of moral and spiritual
matters. Thus, the pathology of the world in a way
will envelop the child, from the beginning, and they
will need personal and collective efforts in order to
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overcome the obstacles. And the family, the child’s
first port, will be fundamental to face this challenge.
- What is my contribution to the world in which I live?
In its condition as a initial stronghold, a family is
ideal when it has a well-formed structure, with its
members in harmonious feelings and purpose, as well
as receptive to the human being that has just arrived,
willing to renounce themselves as the educational task
requires. And the problems, in many homes, begin
exactly in those aspects. Emotionally and spiritually
immature individuals venture out in parenthood
without the adequate preparation to execute such a
noble task. That is when children are not the fruit
of hurried unions or without major bonds between
the parents, what normally leaves large gaps to be
overcome at a great cost. Adding , therefore, the
challenges of a corporeal journey to the pathology of
the world, when the spirit finds a poorly structured
family as shelter, it will have to find strength to win
the consciousness of sleep that has taken place in its
surroundings.
- What are the values that maintain my family
structure?
The problem increases in intensity when we
consider that, initially, the child lives a state called by
Carl Gustav Jung as “Participation Mystique”, which
indicates identification with the internal world, of
the child psyche, with the parents’ psyche, and with
the surrounding environment. If the structure that
surrounds the child is pathologic, it will be reflected
in some way. Many of the disorders and illnesses of
this period are, therefore, reflections of what is found
around the child, in other words, the behavior and
body of the child reflecting the environment in which
finds itself immersed.
- Am I able to recognize and take care of my
pathology, in order for it not to be reflected in my child?
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Slowly, the state of “Participation Mystique”
gives place to a relative autonomy of the child, who
expands his or her field of action and communication,
and starts to display few unique characteristics of
personality, not seen before. The use of the pronouns
“I”, “my”, “baby” shows us that the ego in formation
allows for a greater distinction between the child and
others, starting to show with more clarity her likes
or dislikes.
This phase, normally taken as ‘rebellious’, and
that is anticipated based on the multiplication of the

stimuli to which children are submitted nowadays,
and based on the necessities of the new generation1,
is made gradually more intense. In a certain way,
this is part of the human psyche as told by Joanna de
Angelis2: “the child who expresses herself using the
negative, affirms its own identity, exteriorizing the
unconscious desire to be free”. This legitimate desire
for freedom, however, is the unique opportunity for
the educational process, owing to the parents and
educators to place limits between the desires of the
ego and respect towards the collective, towards the
environment, without need to resort to violence,
which only creates more obstacles to the healthy
development of the human being.
However, if the parent does not know how to
respect the limits between the desires of their own
ego and the collective, it will be difficult to establish
limits on the educational process, as teaches Jung3:
“one cannot educate the personality if he himself has
not structured its own personality”.
- Am I educating my own personality?
Other steps are taken in the route to autonomy:
from crawling to wobbly walking; from the monosyllabic
expressions to formation of words; from the blank gaze
that is gradually becoming more curious and attentive.
It is time to explore the world, and it is extremely
important to count on the presence and help from the
parents in this task. Then another challenge emerges,
in this rushed world, with parents that are involved in
so many activities and going after their daily bread,
the time dedicated to the children has become ever
scarcer. Absent, parents seek to occupy the children
with substitutes like professionals, educators, multiple
activities, entertainment, shopping, etc… however,
even the most effective substitutes are what they are,
and cannot assume a function that cannot be delegated
and is non-transferrable. And the result, in many
cases, is an enormous affective emptiness, root to
many physical and psychological pathological diseases.
There is a renowned story about a little boy4,
who asked his dad how much his hourly rate was.
When he discovers that it was $20, he borrows $10
to complete his savings, to be able to enjoy one hour
of paternal presence…
If our world is limited to ego, in its narrow vision,
if we only have time to seek what brings us immediate
results, we will not have time to explore the immense
world that the child wants to know. If we neglect
the internal world, if our internal child is diminished
and wounded, we will fill our children with material
things, while the most important, the emotional
ties/bonds and the educational task, will remain in

second place. And we continue not knowing why
our children have problems…
- I have dedicated the necessary time be together
with my children. Is this time together wholesome and
harmonious?
And the moment arrives when the questioning
by the little ones increase, in the famous phase of
“whys?”. This is when many parents are impatient,
missing an excellent opportunity to re-learn to see
life with child lenses, who wants to know everything,
in details, and is not content with evasive or rational
answers from adults, coming more from the attempt
to get rid of the insistent questions than of properly
clarifying the desires of the young mind.
We cannot lose sight that in this period, magical
and mythological thinking populates the child’s
imagination. The more the adults are distanced from
their inner child, of the rich symbolic world, which
in last instance speaks the same language of our
subconscious, the more difficulty they will have to
understand the child and to be closer to her. Thus,
the stories, tales and child mythologies should not
only serve to entertain or help the child fall asleep,
but constitute excellent opportunities to perceive
the child’s world, with its fears and yearnings, in
order to clarify them and give them the necessary
comfort. Furthermore, they serve to rescue the rich
symbolic world, which is missing to compensate the
cold rationality that keeps us from the interior world.
- Do I take care of my inner child, keeping in touch
with the rich symbolic world?
Lastly, without exhausting the questioning that one
can make about these important questions that affect
not only childhood, but society as a whole, we have
the challenge to build a life based on spirituality and
religiosity, together with our children. The moment
of prayer, of clarifying the aspects spiritual life, and

especially of teaching the principles and moral values
are fundamental to the educational process, helping the
building of personality in healthy foundations. But, even
attending religious circles, many times our life is poor in
spirituality. Therefore, we need to ask ourselves:
- How can we teach religious principles to our
children if we do not reflect on our own attitudes?
While we wait for the world transformation, the
world awaits our transformation. When our world is
pathological, the new inhabitants will receive somehow
this inheritance. However, this is not a reason for
despair, but of constant work and effort from each one
of us, for us to modify the grave picture of terrestrial
society. The cry of the children, therefore, does not
reflect only the well-studied and diagnosed pathologies
of the medical and behavioral sciences but reflects
the current state in which we find ourselves. Also,
it represents the desire for completeness that exists
inside every human being , which containing the
divinity inside cannot be content with a superficial
and limited life.
It may be that because of that, perceiving these
men and women lost within themselves, who do not
know the richness that they possess, the Master used
children as the symbol for a new world, rich and full
of meaning, of which we shouldn’t ever lose sight.
And Jesus, calling on the little boy, put him
amongst them and said: in truth I say to you that if
you do not change and do not make yourselves as
children, you will not enter the kingdom of heaven5.
- Have I become as the little boy?
Drs. Claudio Sinotti and Iris Sinotti are clinical psychologists in
Brazil. As Spiritists they have been leading the psychological
studies of the works by Joanna de Angelis through the
books psychographed by Divaldo Franco. They are also
devoted volunteers at the Mansion of the Way (www.
mansionoftheway.com).
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CODIFIER

Rare Psychic
Sonata by Mozart
and Barcelona’s
Act of Faith
> Regina de Mello Baldovino

T

his is the historical and very rare Fragment
of a Sonata dictated by the Spirit Mozart to
the medium Brion Dorgeval at the Spiritist

Society of Paris.
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In October 2015, 154 years will have passed since
Barcelona’s Act of Faith, held in Spain on October 9,
1861. On the occasion of the 6th World Spiritist Congress
(WSC), which took place in Valencia, Spain, from 10 to 12
October 2010, and before a crowd of over 1800 people
from 35 countries in the magnificent auditorium of the Foro
Centro, a piano presentation took place in a performance by
Enrique Eliseo Baldovino, Argentine musician and teacher
of classical music. He has been living in Foz do Iguaçu / PR,
Brazil for 25 years, specially invited by the Spanish Spiritist
Federation (FEE in Spanish) on behalf of the International
Spiritist Council (ISC) for a live interpretation of the historical
Fragment of a Sonata, dictated by the Spirit Mozart to the

medium Brion Dorgeval, at the Opening Ceremony of the
6th WSC, just before the masterful inaugural conference by
the medium and educator Divaldo Franco1.
This psychic sonata has a very unique and moving
story. The mentioned pianist, my husband,who has been a
Spiritist since his childhood and a translator of Spiritist works,
gave a speech before his interpretation on the piano, that
I transcribe in full below, intersecting it with subtitles and
quotation marks in order to better identify the different
citations that the musician made about the illustrious
Codifier Allan Kardec.
These timely comments were extracted from his
translation, from French into Spanish, of the Spiritist
Magazine, 1859 (EDICEI, 2009 www.ceanet.com.ar/
revista-espirita-1859-allan-kardec/), pages 123-125 ,
Translator Notes 87, 278 and 350, 1859 and on pages
365-369, which contain the rare facsimiles of psychic
scores, obtained after much doctrinal research by his
part, in a Museum of London, with the help of FEB
(abb. in Portuguese) - Brazilian Spirit Federation, and

>

Original Title Page of Fragment de Sonate dicté par l’Esprit
Mozart à Monsieur Brion d’Orgeval, médium (1859).

other Spiritist companions, whose proper credits are
mentioned in his translation. The abovementioned
Spanish version of this magazine is the one that contains
these historical songs. (2)

PIANIST’S SPEECH ABOUT THE HISTORY OF THE
SONATA
“Dear ladies and gentlemen, very dignified board of
directors of the 6th World Spiritist Congress table, dear friends
of TVCEI, very good morning everyone. May the Lord Jesus
bless and enlighten us.
“The outstanding Codifier of Spiritism, Allan Kardec,
in the Spiritist Magazine of May, 1859, pages 123-125,
published in the second article, this title: Music from Beyond
the Tomb, remarkable evocations with the Spirits Mozart and
Chopin, two of the largest classical composers of Humanity.
Those talks were preceded by judicious comments by the
master from Lyon, which, being very brief, we will read as
follows, because of the historical context of the songs that
we will interpret on the piano, and not to miss anything of
the extraordinary flavor of the Deep Kardecian thought that
is expressed below:

EVOCATIONS OF THE SPIRITS MOZART AND
CHOPIN BY KARDEC
“The Spirit Mozart has just dictated to our excellent

>

First page of the rare piano score of Fragment of a Sonata (five
original pages).

medium, Mr. Brion Dorgeval, the Fragment of a Sonata.
As a means of control, this medium got various artists to
listen to it, without giving them the source, asking them
simply what was their opinion about this musical fragment;
without hesitation, everyone recognized this excerpt as
Mozart’s style. It was played in the session of the Parisian
Society of Spiritist Studies on April 8, 1859, in the presence
of numerous knowledgeable and prudent people, with the
interpretation on the piano by Miss De Davans, Chopin’s
pupil and distinguished pianist, who was pleased to
give us her assistance. For comparison, Miss De Davans
previously played a sonata that Mozart had composed
when incarnated. Everyone was unanimous in recognizing
not only the perfect identity of the genre, but also the
superiority of the Spirit’s composition. Then a piece of music
by Chopin was also performed by Miss De Davans, with
her usual flair. We could not miss this occasion to evoke
these two composers with whom we had the following
conversation. (...) “
“From here, the doctrinal text continues with the
aforementioned evocations.

THE SOCIÉTÉ PARISIENNE HAD A PIANO IN ITS
FACILITIES
“After the execution of these three musical works - we
observe the Société Parisienne des Études Spirites (Parisian
Society of Spiritist Studies - SPEE) had a piano in its facilities,
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WORKS BURNED AT BARCELONA’S
ACT OF FAITH
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“Emotions have surfaced, especially
when I remembered that this Fragment of
a Sonata was arbitrarily burned, 220 miles
from the place where we find ourselves
now, that is, the infamous Act of Faith in
Barcelona on 10/09/1861. On Oct. 9, 9
titles were incinerated in a total of 300
volumes, sent to the editor and French
writer Maurice Lachâtre (1814-1900) by
Kardec, who had to move to Barcelona for
political reasons: 9 works we remember
then in this context, as a deserved tribute
(let us note how many times the word Spirit
and its derivative words appear in the titles
of the burned works):
1) The Spirits’ Book, by Allan Kardec; 2)
The Spiritist Magazine, by Kardec; 3) What
is Spiritism?, by Kardec; 4) The Mediums’
Book, by Kardec; 5) The Spiritualist
Magazine, founded and headed by Mr.
Piérart, former Secretary of Baron du Potet;
6) Jeanne d’Arc’s life, dictated by herself
to Miss Ermance Dufaux, 14 years old; 7)
Letter from a Catholic on Spiritism, by Mr.
Alphonse de Grand-Boulogne, known as Dr.
Grand (1810-1874), a humanitarian doctor,
gentleman of the Legion of Honor and
former vice-consul of France, whose Birth
Bicentennial we also celebrate in 2010; 8)
The reality of spirits and their manifestations,
demonstrated by direct writing phenomenon
or pneumatography, by the famous Swedish
> Spanish translation cover of the Spiritist Magazine, 1859, in whose pages (365-369) Baron Ludvig von Guldenstubbe (18201873); 9) Fragment of a Sonata, dictated
there are all the facsimiles of the Sonata.
by the Spirit Mozart, through the Société’s
like any good House of Culture - the eminent Codifier medium, Mr. Brion Dorgeval who professionally worked as
asked both Spirits 26 very interesting questions, which we first bass at the Opera Theatre of Toulouse, formerly hired
recommend everyone to read later in full, directly from by Mr. Carvalho. This historic psychic sonata and other
titles were burned under Barcelona’s bishop’s orders, Don
the source.
“When we received the kind invitation from the President Antonio Palau y Termens (1806-1862), a song we recover
of FEE, on behalf of CEI in order to play these historical songs, and play on the piano 150 years later.
all these moving memories in the form of dialogues, came to
mind. Playing on the piano Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s (1756- ALLAN KARDEC’S SENSIBLENESS AND PRUDENCE
1791) and Frederic Chopin’s (1810-1849) works, exactly in
2010, Bicentennial Year of Birth of the latter Polish composer,
“What’s the reason for this absurd desire of extinguishing
and the fact that in 1859 10 years had been completed of his the imperishable, of trying to prevent the existence of the
death, caused us a really great emotion and a very high honor: reincarnation and the communicability of the immortal
what about the fact of playing the rare psychic sonata, dictated Spirit? Why this useless resistance? And it is again Allan
by Spirit Mozart? It was the unmistakable proof and the patent Kardec who answers this question that remains:
confirmation that we are immortal spirits, title of the timely
“After the Act of Faith was finished, the illustrious Codifier
theme proposed by this 6th WSC.
writes down the following, for posterity, in the period of

struggle, in the Journal of November, 1861, deeply inspired:
‘Thanks to this reckless zeal, everyone in Spain will hear of
Spiritism and want to know what it is: it is everything that
we have always desired. They can burn books, but they
can’t burn ideas: the flames of the fires overexcite rather
than stifle them. In fact, the ideas are in the air, and there is
no Pyrenees high enough to stop them; and when an idea
is great and generous it finds thousands of hearts willing to
cultivate it. Do whatever they want, Spiritism already has
numerous and deep roots in Spain; the campfire ashes
will make it bear fruit. But it’s not just in Spain that such
a result will be produced: the whole world will feel its
consequences’.
“And to complete this prophetic Kardecian article
entitled: The remains of the Middle Ages: the Act of
Faith of Spiritist Works in Barcelona, the Lyonnais master
proclaims to all the world: ‘Spiritists from all countries!
Do not forget the date October 9, 1861: it will be
marked in the annals of Spiritism. May it be for you
a day of celebration, not mourning because it is the
guarantee of your next triumph ‘.

RARE PSYCHIC SCORES AVAILABLE IN THE
SPIRITIST MAGAZINE, 1859
“So, this spiritual feast day of the 6th WSC, where we
also remember the year of the Birth Centenary of the
remarkable medium Chico Xavier (1910-2002), we will
play the piano, as in that distant day at the Society of Paris,
first a song of the incarnated Mozart (as we do not know
what work was performed on the SPEE, we will interpret
a minuet by his authorship), then we will play for the first
time in 150 years the historic Fragment of a Sonata by the
Spirit Mozart, which they tried to silence for a century and
a half, but they could not.
“These scores are more alive than ever now
reproduced in facsimile, redeemed available to all
interested parties between pages 365-369 of the
mentioned Castilian translation by EDICEI of the Spiritist
Magazine, 1859, lying in this place; and we conclude
interpreting a piece of music by the immortal Chopin, as
also happened on that historic day before the emeritus
Codifier Allan Kardec. Many thanks to all the members
of this Congress for your distinct attention.”

CONCLUSION
Thus it was concluded the speech by the Argentine
pianist, who had the great honor of performing for the first
time after 150 years, the rare Fragment of a Sonata, dictated
by the Spirit Mozart, at the select auditorium of the 6th WSC.
We hope that these scores are, from now on, interpreted
and heard countless of times by all music lovers, evoking its
psychic origin, noting that the immortal pages of the Spiritist

>

The great Austrian composer Mozart, historical spiritual author
of the Fragment.

Magazine, by Allan Kardec, provided these rare and high
moments of spiritual aesthesia.
REFERENCES:
(1) DVD of the 6th WSC. We are immortal spirits. Valencia, Spain,
10/10/2010. Promotion: CEI. By: FEE, in DVD # 1. Opening
ceremony: interpretation on the piano by Enrique Eliseo
Baldovino of the Psychic Sonata by Mozart, and inaugural
conference by Divaldo P. Franco.
(2) Kardec, Allan. Spiritist Magazine: Periodic on Psychological
Studies. Translated from the original French into Spanish
by Enrique E. Baldovino. With Foreword by the Spirit José
María Fernández Colavida, psychographed in Spanish by the
medium Divaldo Franco. 2nd edition, 369 pp. Illustrated with
the Fragment of a Sonata, dictated by the Spirit Mozart to the
medium Brion Dorgeval, on pp. 365 to 369. Year 1859, vol.
II (www.ceanet.com.ar/revista-espirita-1859-allan-kardec/).
Brasilia, DICEI, 2009.
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CHICO XAVIER

The Uberaba
Penitentiary
> Umberto Fabbri
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CHAPTER 34

A

t the Prayer Spiritist Group in Uberaba
there were always lines of people who
wanted to say good-bye to Chico; in some

cases, there were living lessons in those lines. On
one of these occasions, Chico asked a certain
couple who had participated in the meeting, as
they were saying good-bye, “Listen, Mr. So-andSo, how’s your daughter getting along?”
“Chico, right now she is hospitalized in a psychiatric
clinic. She tried to commit suicide for the third time.
Our grandchildren are with our son-in-law in his
mother’s house. It is a very delicate situation; the
family is falling apart because of all the problems. We
have tried a number of treatments and have had no
results yet.”
Chico, as could only be the case, gave them some
words of comfort, informing them that he would
pray for everyone. However, before the couple left
hispresence, he said:
“Dr. Bezerra de Menezes (spirit) is here and he has
a little suggestion for you. May I pass it on to you?”
“Of course, Chico.”
“He suggests, if you accept it, that you begin doing
charitable work with the most needy people that you
can find in Uberaba.”
The couple, very emotional, gave their thanks and
left.
Several months later, the couple returned to Chico’s
Center with news about their daughter: “Chico, we
have come especially to thank you for having passedon
Dr. Bezerra’s suggestion.”
“I’m not the person you should thank; I just work
as a loudspeaker for the good spirits.”
“Chico, however it is, we want to thank you and
Dr. Bezerra. Our daughter is cured; she returned to
her home and is happy at the side of her husband and
children. We are all very happy and we want to
share this joy with you.”
The medium, happy and excited, thanked God,

Jesus and His benefactor friends, but then he asked:
“Please, tell me what happened.”
“After you passed on Dr. Bezerra’s suggestion to us,
we went home to think about it. Who would the most
needy people be? After some time, we came to the
conclusion that some of the people being reeducated
at the Uberaba Penitentiary had some of the greatest
needs: abandonment and loneliness, they had no one,
no family member or friend. We decided to visit them
on Sundays. We began the visits some month ago and
continued without interruption.
“So we took them blankets, books, cakes that we
prepared at home, conversing with those brothers of
ours, in routine visits, giving them our friendliness and
company.
“As we visited our brothers, we began to perceive
a considerable improvement in our daughter. She
began to become more balanced; her medication was
reduced,until she was finally released. As you see,
Chico, we are really happy.”
The couple left happy.
After the couple had left, Chico asked Dr. Bezerra
mentally what had happened in this case. Dr. Bezerra
explained:
“When we made that unusual suggestion, they
made the decision to begin working with our brothers
at the Uberaba Penitentiary. On the spiritual plane,
the discarnate mothers of those brothers of ours began
to pay attention to that couple who was interested in
their sons. After some time had passed, they decided to
accompany them and they verified the situation of the
couple’s daughter. They noted that she was the target
of a very intensive obsessive process. The mothers of
those prisoners got together and decided that, as the
couple was paying attention to their sons, they would
pay attention to their daughter. And they began the job
of explanation and evangelization with the obsessors,
managing finally to get them to pardon her.
“Look, Chico, love is paid with love.”

Source: Book Chico Xavier na Intimidade by Ramiro Gama,
published by LAKE.
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T

he International Spiritist Council
(ISC) and the Brazilian Spiritist
Federation (BSF) established a
collaboration to consolidate pioneering
efforts in the world market to launch
the Spiritist books in digital format
(eBook). This year we plan convert
more than 500 titles copyrighted by
The BSF. Amongst them are authors
such as Allan Kardec, Francisco
Cândido Xavier and Yvonne Pereira,
and many others. Every month, we
are negotiating new agreements to
broaden the commercialization
of them.

and can be bought anywhere in the
world, which facilitates the access to
Spiritist books and their dissemination.
The digital book is the future for all
people of all age groups, because
they can be acquired at anytime and
anywhere in the world without the
need to carry several books and their
weight. Take this opportunity and buy
digital books of your favorite authors.

On sale in the best virtual
bookstores.

The technology and evolution of the
market made digital books the new
investment. They are easily accessible
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Members

of the ISC
INTERNATIONAL SPIRITIST COUNCIL
SGAN 909 Conj. F
70790-090 - Brasilia - DF - Brazil
Tel: 00 55 (0) 61 3038 8400
www.intercei.com
spiritist@spiritist.org
1 – ANGOLA
Sociedade Espírita Allan Kardec de Angola
Rua Amílcar Cabral, 29 - 4°. B
LUANDA - ANGOLA
Tel/Fax: 00 2 442 334 030
seakaangola@hotmail.com
www.seaka.org

5 – BELGIUM
Union Spirite Belge
43 Rue Maghin, B-4000 LIEGE
BELGIQUE (BÉLGICA)
Tel: 00 32 (04) 227-6076
www.spirite.be
e-mail: usb@spirite.be

2 – ARGENTINA
Confederación Espiritista Argentina
Sanchez de Bustamante 463
Buenos Aires
Tel. (54) 11 4 8626314
confespiarg@speedy.com.ar
www.spiritist.org/argetina

6 – BOLIVIA
Federación Espírita Boliviana
(FEBOL)
Calle Cobija, 724 Santa Cruz
Tel. (591) 3337 6060
febol@entelnet.bo
www.febol.org

3 – AUSTRALIA
Franciscans Spiritist House
1 Lister Ave. – Rodkdale 2216 – Sydney – NSW
Gloria Collaroy (02) 9597 6585
info@joanadecusa.org.au
www.joanadecusa.org.au

7 – BRAZIL
Federação Espírita Brasileira
Av. L2 Norte - Quadra 603 - Conj.F - Asa Norte
70830-030 – BRASILIA - DF - BRAZIL
Tel: 00 55 (0) 61 321-1767
www.febnet.org.br
febnet@febnet.org.br

4 – AUSTRIA
Verein für Spiritistische Studien Allan Kardec
Spengergasse 10/3A-1050, Wien, Austria
www.spiritismus.at
vakardec@msn.com / josefj@aon.at
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8 – CANADA
Canadian Spiritist Council | Conseil Spirite
Canadien
Toronto, Ontario
Canada (647) 496-8010.
www.canadianspiritistcouncil.com e-mail:
info@canadianspiritistcouncil.com /
president@canadianspiritistcouncil.com

9 – CHILE
Centro de Estudios Espíritas Buena Nueva
Bernardo Ibañez 3347 Macul – Santiago
Tel: 562 – 28819254 / 569-98283864
centroespirita_buenanueva@yahoo.com.ar
www.consejoespirita.com/chile
10 – COLOMBIA
Confederación Espírita Colombiana (CONFECOL)
Calle 73, 20B-08
Bogotá D.C.
Tel. (571) 2551417 , Fax (571) 21719565
confecol@confecol.org
www.confecol.org
11 – CUBA
Sociedade Amor y Caridad Universal
Ave 37 No. 3019 entre 30 y 34 bajos, Playa,
Ciudad Habana - CUBA
Tel: 209-6833
carmen.agramonte@infomed.sld.cu
www.josedeluz.com

12 – EL SALVADOR
Federación Espírita de El Salvador
39 Calle Poniente No. 579 y 571, Barrio
Belén
SAN SALVADOR - EL SALVADOR
América Central
Tel: 00 (503) 502 2596
2235-4250 7763-8764,
2235-4250 7229-4886,
federacion@elsalvadorespirita.org
www.elsalvadorespirita.org
13 – FRANCE
Conseil Spirite Français
22, Rue de la Duchesse Anne, 35760
SAINT GREGOIRE, France
www.spiritisme.org
ca@conseil-spirite.fr
14 – GERMANY
Deutsche Spiritistische Vereinigung
Hackstrasse 11D
70190 Stuttgart-Ost – Germany
Tel: 0049.7122.82253
Uniao.Espirita.Alema-D.S.Vereinigung@web.de
www.spiritismus-dsv.org
15 – GUATEMALA
Cadena Heliosophica Guatemalteca
15 Av. 6-71, zona 12
01012 – Guatemala
Tel: (502) 2471 9935,
Cel. (502) 5704 1387
ebravo_1@hotmail.com
www.guatespirita.org
16 – HONDURAS
Asociación Civil de Proyección Moral –
ACIPROMO
Zona de Tiloarque, Colonia El Contador,
Calle principal, lote 3 y 4
Apartado Postal # 3163
TEGUCIGALPA, HONDURAS
Tel: 504-2379312 - 504-33800299
info@hondurasespirita.org
www.hondurasespirita.org
17 – IRELAND
Spiritist Society of Ireland
Lantern Centre, 17 Synge Street, Dublin 8,
Dublin, Ireland
+353 (0) 87 9484096
www.spiritismireland.com
sbertozzo@gmail.com
18 – ITALY
Unione Spiritica Italiana
Via dei Pescatori,43
23900 - Lecco - Italia
Tel: 00 39 (0) 341494127
www.spiritist.org/italia
italia.usi@hotmail.com

19 – JAPAN
Comunhão Espírita Cristã Francisco Candido Xavier
Chiba-Ken/Jehikawa-shi/Ainokawa 3-13-20/101
2720034 – JCHIKAWA-SHI
info@spiritism.jp
www.spiritism.jp
20 – LUXEMBOURG
Groupe Spirite Allan Kardec
40 Rue des Etats-Unis, L-1477 Luxembourg
www.groupespiriteallankardeclux.com
allankardeclux@yahoo.fr
21 – MEXICO
Consejo Espírita de México
Calle Torres Adalid 1957 Int 2, colonia Narvarte,
Delegación Benito Juárez,
Cp. 03020. Ciudad de México
Tel: 52 (55) 56820971
espiritismoenmexico@hotmail.com
www.espiritismoenmexico.org
22 – MOZAMBIQUE
UNEMO – União Espirita de Moçambique
Maputo – Moçambique
http://www.facebook.com/CEAK.MZ
unemo.moz@gmail.com,
ecarneiro@millenniumbim.co.mz
23 – THE NETHERLANDS
Nederlandse Raad voor het Spiritisme
Postadres: Klokketuin 15 1689 KN - HOORN HOLLAND
Tel: 00 31 (0)229 234527
www.nrsp.nl
info@nrsp.nl
24 – NEW ZEALAND
Allan Kardec Spiritist Group of New Zealand
19 Calluna Crescent. Totara Heights. Manukau.
Auckland. 2105, New Zealand
Tel: 00 64 211669184
www.allankardec.org.nz
info@allankardec.org.nz
25 – NORWAY
Gruppen for Spiritistiske Studier Allan Kardec
Dronningens gt. 23
0154 Oslo – Noruega
Tel: 00 47 (22) 19 44 69
www.geeaknorge.com
post@geeaknorge.com
26 – PANAMA
Fraternidad Espírita Dios, Amor y Caridad (FEDAC)
Calle V # 9 - Parque Lefevre
Panamá - República de Panamá
Apartado Postal 0834 - 01981
Panamá, República de Panamá
www.fedac.org.pa
fedac@fedac.org.pa - fedacpanama@hotmail.com
27 – PARAGUAY
Centro de Filosofía Espiritista Paraguayo
Calle Amâncio González, 265
ASUNCIÓN – PARAGUAY
Tel/Fax: 00 595 21 90.0318
cefep.paraguay@gmail.com

28 – PERU
Federación Espírita del Perú - FEPERU
Jr. Salaverry Nº 632 -1, Magdalena del Mar
LIMA-PERÚ
Tel: 00 (511) 263-3201 - (511) 440-1919
feperu_espirita@yahoo.com
www.spiritist.org/peru
29 – PORTUGAL
Federação Espírita Portuguesa
Praceta do Casal de Cascais - Lote 4 R/C - A
Alto da Damaia
2720 – 090 - Amadora - PORTUGAL
Tel: 00 351 214 975 754
geral@feportuguesa.pt
feportugal@sapo.pt
www.feportuguesa.pt
30 – SPAIN
Federación Espírita Española
Calle Dr. Sirvent, 36 A
03160 Alhoradí – Alicante
Tel: (34) 626311881
info@espiritismo.cc
www.espiritismo.cc
31 – SWEDEN
Svenska Spiritistiska Förbundet
c/o Eliane Dahre, Norra Kringelvägen 12,
28136 Hässleholm – Sweden
Tel: 00 46 (451) 12916
spiritismen@hotmail.com
32 – SWTZERLAND
Union des Centres d’Études Spirites en Suisse
Postfach: 731, Zollikofen
Tel: 41 77 4303136 / 41 31 9114145
41 76 3904245 / 41 52 6814286
www.ucess.ch
ucess@spiritismus.ch
33 – UNITED KINGDOM
British Union of Spiritist Societies-BUSS
Room 8, Oxford House - Derbyshire Street
Bethnal Green - E2 6 HG
Tel. 02077293214
buss.chairperson@gmail.com
www.buss.org.uk
34 – UNITED STATES
United States Spiritist Council
9403 Verona Lakes Blvd
Boynton Beach, FL – 33472-2757
United States
Tel. 561 364 4764, 954 592 4245
E-mail: spiritist_council@usspiritistcouncil.com
www.spiritist.us
35 – URUGUAY
Federación Espírita Uruguaya
Avenida General Flores 4689
Montevideo, Uruguay
Codigo postal: 12300
feuruguay@gmail.com
www.espiritismouruguay.com
36 – VENEZUELA
Asociación Civil «Socrates»
Carrera 23 entre Calle 8 y Av. Moran
Edificio: Roduar IV apto. 2-3
Barquisimeto – Estado Lara
Tel: 0251-2527423
centrosocrates@venezuelaespirita.org
www.venezuelaespirita.org
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